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“When the prison doors are opened,
the real dragon will fly out”
Ho Chi Minh

Revolutionary Greetings,
Welcome to our National Jericho Movement Newsletter. Thank you to all of our members and affiliates who
contribute critical information regarding our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War as well as updates on activities,
events, and actions. Moving forward, we stand in fierce determination and solidarity to free our remaining
Political Prisoners and Prisoners of War still languishing behind the dungeon walls. Our shared vision is that we
will reach a time in this country (and others) wherein there will be no more Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War.
We envision the day when they all will walk free and into the arms of their families—who have been waiting for
decades. We hope you join us in making this a reality.
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“The issue of political prisoners is part of that movement that we are building, and in building that
movement we must understand that this is not a separate issue. It is an integral part of that movement. It
can’t be put in front of the movement and it can’t be an afterthought. It must be woven into the very fiber.”
-Safiya Bukhari

Current Work and Progress
Jericho actively maintains direct connections with our Political Prisoners by visiting or writing them monthly.
We also maintain contact with and assist their families. We monitor health & legal status and provide support
and intervention. We hold political education classes, table at events, travel to give presentations, interviews
and speak on radio shows.
We are actively involved in collaborating with and supporting other organizations and events which are in
alignment with our missions and values to break down walls of injustice, racism, oppression, and Free our
Political Prisoners. Jericho meetings and teleconferences occur during the month nationwide.
We are also focusing on the campaign “In the Spirit of Mandela” post tribunal work, raising funds to support
our PP’s, and addressing health and legal issues. We are assisting our comrades who have finally come home.
We have been attending many online meetings, calls to action, as well as strategizing on gaining the release of
our Political Prisoners. Lastly, we hope you will connect with some of our powerful allies who are hosting events
and Calls to Action (past and future). As you can see, there are many “boots on the ground”! Free Em All!!

Chairperson’s Corner
In the Name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful
As-salaamu ‘alaykum
Ramadan Mubarak!
(Blessed Ramadan)
In recognition and respect for the Holy Month of Ramadan – the Month in which the Holy Qur’an was revealed
- and for all Political Prisoners, Comrades, Family and Friends who are fasting these 29 to 30 days, Jericho sends
its greetings, love, and admiration. May we all gain spiritual benefit and strength from our efforts to become
better human beings. May we embrace the utmost love and respect for each other; be compassionate and
caring; do intentional and random acts of kindness; and continue to strive for justice and freedom for all
Political Prisoners!
Jihad Abdulmumit
Chair
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Jericho Tributes and Highlights
Today is Ancestor Warrior Sister Safiya Bukhari's Birthday-April 2

“Safiya with Iyaluua and Herman Ferguson and Yuri Kochiyama”
(Photo Credit: Email)

“Take the time to watch Safiya speaking at Jericho 98 and other events. Also make sure to watch Mumia AbuJamal's tribute to Safiya: Lioness for Liberation:
Safiya at last meeting before Jericho 98 March: https://youtu.be/QCe0FXkHokg
Safiya at Jericho 98: https://youtu.be/lEagF3rGwnI
Safiya in April 1998: https://youtu.be/-6KrTTpr2a0
Safiya Bukhari: Lioness for Liberation: https://youtu.be/IHMfQcjAV7A
Safiya in Philly at Mumia Rally: https://youtu.be/PhrL5EsN7zY
Another great resource is Freedom Archives:
https://search.freedomarchives.org/search.php?s=Safiya+Bukhari&no_digital=1
Special thanks to our comrade brother Claude Marks for sending us this link.
LONG LIVE THE SPIRIT OF SAFIYA ASYA BUKHARI!
And a moving tribute from Assata Shakur on Safiya's transition to the ancestors on August 24, 2003:
MESSAGE OF CONDOLENCES ON THE TRANSITION OF OUR REVOLUTIONARY SISTA, COMRADE & FRIEND
SAFIYA BUKHARI
HAVANA CUBA -August 29, 2003
It is with much sadness that i say my last goodbye to Safiya Bukhari. She was my sister, my comrade and my
friend. We met nearly thirty-five years ago, when we were both members of the Black Panther Party in Harlem.
Even then, i was impressed by her sincerity, her commitment and her burning energy.
She was a descendant of slaves and she inherited the legacy of neo-slavery. She believed that struggle was the
only way that African people in America could rid ourselves of oppression.
As a Black woman struggling in America, she experienced the most vicious forms of racism, sexism, cruelty and
indifference. As a political activist she was targeted, persecuted, hounded and harassed.
Because of her political activities she became a political prisoner and spent many years in prison. But she
continued to believe in freedom, and she continued to fight for it. In spite of her personal suffering, in spite of
chronic, life-threatening illnesses, she continued to struggle.
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She gave the best that she had to give to our people. She devoted her life, her love and her best energies to
fighting for the liberation of oppressed people. She struggled selflessly, she could be trusted, she was
consistent, and she could always be counted to do what needed to be done.
She was a soldier, a warrior-woman who did everything she could to free her people and to free political
prisoners. Her absence will be felt. She will be sincerely missed.
I have faith that the Ancestors will welcome her, cherish her, and treat her with more love and more kindness
that she ever received here on this earth.
I pray that her sisters and brothers, who continue to walk on this planet, will honor her memory by continuing
her work, by continuing her struggle,
and refusing to quit until all oppressed people and all Political Prisoners are free.
Assata Shakur”
Source: Email.

Historical Perspectives of Movements
Please Check back Next Month

Monthly Organizational Interview
Please Check back Next Month

Political Prisoners/POWs Updates
1. Medical
No updates
2. Legal

Eric King Trial Court Reports: “On March 18th, a jury acquitted anti-racist and anti-fascist political
prisoner Eric King on the count of “assaulting” an officer. See “News & Updates” Section
3. Other
No updates

Political Prisoners/POWs Birthdays: Please Send a Card!
April Birthdays!
Mumia Abu Jamal: Birthday-April 24
Black Panther Party - Move
Contact Information/Prison Address
Smart Communications/PA DOC
Abu-Jamal, Mumia #AM 8335 SCI-Mahanoy, P.O. Box 33028
St Petersburg, FL 33733, United States
Affiliation: Black Panther Party, MOVE
Captured: 1981-Life without parole
“Very few people in prison have voices that go beyond the wall. It's my job to do
the work for them because they have no one.”
FreeMumia.com Author
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March Birthdays!
Dr. Aafia Siddiqui: Birthday-March 2, 1972
POST 911 MUSLIM POLITICAL PRISONER/INTERNATIONAL
Contact Information/Prison Address
#90279-054--FMC Carswell
Box 27137
Fort Worth, TX 76127
United States
Birthday: March 2, 1972
Captured: 2008. Sentence: 86 years.
"Her parents were Pakistani strivers – middle-class folk with strong faith in Islam
and education. Her father, Mohammad, was an English-trained doctor; her
mother, Ismet, befriended the dictator General Zia ul-Haq. Aafia was a smart
teenager, and in 1990 followed her older brother to the U.S. Impressive grades
won her admission to the prestigious Massachusetts Institute of Technology and,
later, Brandeis University, where she graduated in cognitive neuroscience.” See
http://FreeAafia.org

Reverend Joy Powell-Birthday-March 5th, 1962
Affiliation: Community Activist
Contact Information/Prison Address
#07G0632--Bedford Hills CF
P.O. Box 1000
Bedford Hills, NY 10507-2499, United States
Captured: 2007 - life plus 16 years.
“As a pastor and a consistent activist against police brutality, violence and
oppression in her community, Rev. Joy Powell was warned by the Rochester
Police department that she was a target because of her speaking out against
corruption, the police brutality and “police justifications” in Rochester NY. As a
result, Rev. Joy was accused and convicted of 1st Degree Burglary and Assault.”
See FreeJoyPowell.org

Ruchell Cinque Magee: Birthday-March 17
Contact Information/Prison Address
#A92051, #T 115 California Medical Facility
P.O. Box 2000
Vacaville, CA 95696-2000, United States
“Ruchell Magee was born an only child on March 17, 1939 in the small town of
Franklinton, Louisiana. Across the Deep South, Jim Crow laws, white
supremacist lynchings, KKK terror, segregation, and legal bias against Black
people were common.
In 1955, at the young age of 16, Ruchell was accused of aggravated attempted
rape due to his relationship with a white girl in KKK territory. For context,
Emmett Till was lynched, mutilated, and murdered in August 1955 for
allegedly whistling at a white woman. Magee was given a completely bogus
trial with an all-white jury who sentenced him to eight hard years in the
notorious Angola State Prison, a former plantation.
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In 1962, the state deprived him of his inherited property and ordered that he leave Louisiana and go to Los
Angeles. Ruchell was finally allowed to leave Louisiana’s dungeons in 1963, so he headed to Los Angeles for a
fresh start. Only six months later, Ruchell and his cousin Leroy were arrested as they sat with a man named Ben
Brown in Brown’s car. Brown told police a far-fetched tale that Ruchell and his cousin had kidnapped him in a
dispute over a $10 bag of weed, even though the cousins didn’t even have the car keys. As the police arrested
him, they beat him so badly that he had to be hospitalized for three days, but the injustices were only
beginning.
The racist Superior Court of Los Angeles County railroaded him with the trumped-up charge of kidnapping to
commit robbery. There was extreme malpractice from both the prosecutor and the defense attorney, which
came to a head with Magee’s lawyer pleading him guilty without his consent. Ruchell was unjustly imprisoned
with a seven-years-to-life charge for this alleged crime...” See https://www.freeruchellmagee.org/ and
https://www.thejerichomovement.com/profile/magee-ruchell-cinque

The National Jericho Movement sends
our Beloved PP’s/POW’s
Love, Respect, and Honor
as we Celebrate your Birthday
with Continued hope and Determination for
Freedom...Now!

Current & Former Political Prisoner Voices
Georges Abdallah’s Statement for 2 April day of Action
orinocotribune.com
“By Samidoun – Apr 3, 2022. The following statement was released by Georges Abdallah on 2 April 2022 as part
of the international day of action for his release that coincided with his 71st birthday. Abdallah, the Lebanese
Arab Communist struggler for Palestine, has been jailed in France since 1984 despite being eligible for release
since 1999. Georges Abdallah is part and parcel of the Palestinian prisoners’ movement. Palestinian prisoners,
like imprisoned PFLP leader Ahmad Sa’adat, have issued letters and statements of solidarity with Abdallah, who
has joined in collective hunger strikes from his cell in Lannemezan prison in France. The film “Fedayin: Georges
Abdallah’s Fight” addresses the life and struggle of the longest-held political prisoner in Europe. It is available
with appropriate subtitles in French, Arabic, English, German, Turkish, Italian, Catalan and Castilian Spanish. If
you want to show Fedayin in your area, email us at samidoun@samidoun.net and contact the directors
at vacarmesfilms@gmail.com..” Source: Email.
“Dear Comrades, Dear Friends, In this time of multifaceted crisis, impoverishment and great struggles, wars
and devastation, your solidarity mobilization here and elsewhere, provides a lot of strength and warms the
heart too…
Insofar as this mobilization is part of the overall dynamics of the ongoing struggle, it allows your incarcerated
comrades to stand up and somehow transcend their conditions as prisoners, despite the long years of captivity,
and thus to participate in the action of the really existing revolutionary protagonists.
As you know, Comrades, the Palestinian people commemorate “Land Day” every year; it is a true national day
where the Palestinian people affirms its unity despite their dispersion in various camps and communities in
Palestine and in the neighboring countries, and where they affirm above all the unity of the land of Palestine.
This day affirms the indestructible attachment to historical principles, namely: the categorical rejection of the
Zionist entity on Palestinian land, and the Right of Return, which implies the liberation of Palestine, all of
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Palestine. The commemoration of “Land Day” is therefore not only or mainly in remembrance of a general
strike in 1976 against the confiscation of land. This strike aroused at the time a significant mobilization of
solidarity, both in the West Bank and in Gaza and in the various Palestinian camps in neighboring countries. The
fact remains that the acquisition of the land of Palestine by all means did not begin on January 19, 1976 with
the decision of the Israeli government to confiscate 25 km 2in the Galilee. The expropriation of all of the
property of the Palestinian people, with a view to their destruction, and in particular the confiscation of a large
part of their land, is part and parcel of the very existence of the Zionist entity. It has never stopped and it will
only stop with the dissolution/destruction of this entity which, in reality, is only an organic extension of
Western imperialism.
By celebrating “Land Day,” the Palestinian people today also commemorate both the beginning of the 2002
Jenin siege and massacre and the heroic resistance that developed throughout that criminal siege.
By celebrating “Land Day” today, the Palestinian people affirm by the blood of their martyrs in Jenin, Hdayrat,
Yaaboud and Bethlehem that Palestine, its land and people, is more united than ever. With the blood of the
martyrs, the Palestinian people crushes not only the “deal of the century” but also and above all the Oslo
agreements, and signifies to all these delegations gathered at “Sharm el-Sheikh” the refusal and the
condemnation of the Palestinian people of all those steps aimed at the “normalization” of relations between
the Arab countries and the Zionist entity. This day thus affirms the unshakeable will of the Palestinian popular
masses to send to the dustbins of history the normalization between the Zionist entity and all these lackeys,
emirs and agents…
By celebrating “Land Day” today on the eve of this month of Ramadan, the Palestinian popular masses are
preparing for a mobilization commensurate with the current challenges; as in Sheikh Jarrah, in Gaza, and in all
the cities and localities of the West Bank and the 48 territories, Palestinians of all generations, know better than
anyone that nothing and no one will be able to eradicate this popular intifada, rooted in the collective
consciousness and necessary to end the occupation. The intifada is, more than ever, the embodiment of all
dignity and all hopes…
Quite naturally, this popular Intifada of a particular type has never really died out… Today it is called upon to
structure itself better and to gain momentum, in order to right the balance of power and not allow the
management of Oslo to come back again as if nothing has happened. It is clear, Comrades, that lately, not a
single day has gone by without new martyrs, young or not so young…
How else can we see this popular resistance in “Beita,” this locality south of Nablus, or in Jenin and its
surroundings in the North, or in al-Khalil, not to mention everything that is happening in al-Quds and in the
territories of occupied Palestine ’48 and the ongoign raids in Gaza…
Quite naturally, this situation is not isolated from everything that is happening in the Arab world. It fits in a way,
in the extension and development but also the impasses of all these protests and other revolts (Hirak) which
have shaped the Arab world for ten years. It is also and above all part of an international context where the
inter-imperialist contradictions are more and more exacerbated against the background of the worldwide crisis
of the globalized capitalist system. It is clear that this crisis continues to deepen and spread throughout the
world. At a time when the Brown Death of the far right has clearly, without cover, organized itself almost
everywhere in Europe and has even managed to impose itself as the main political force in certain countries,
fascization is proving to be at the center of the whole global dynamic of the management of capital, especially
in the center of the system…
We must also note, comrades, that the inter-imperialist contradictions are beginning to structure international
relations more and more and to occupy the forefront of the world stage. No one should be unaware that the
tendency to war is somehow inscribed in the genetic code of capital.
The loss of hegemony of US imperialism at the world level pushes it in its headlong rush towards more
aggressiveness towards the other imperialist poles and especially towards more criminal hostility towards the
independent states that are somewhat too contentious to their taste…
Comrades, after thirty years of expansion in the East, of war in the Middle East, in Afghanistan, in Africa and
also of coups d’état disguised as “orange revolutions” all over the world, US imperialism and with it Europe are
facing a new situation in which “slippage” is not very improbable… with a war in the heart of Europe! And in the
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first place, economic sanctions to manage the confrontation with this imperialist pole in the process of being
structured, without having to counter it militarily in a direct way!
Quite naturally, the “officials of capital” are not offended by the presence of neo-Nazi parties and their militias
(Azov Regiment) which have been fueling military aggression in the Donbass and elsewhere since 2014; they
only can discover hatred in all the structures of solidarity with the struggle of the Palestinian people and
therefore, with all shame, they criminalize “BDS” as soon as they can, and decree the dissolution of the
“Collectif Palestine Vaincra” and the “Comite Action Palestine”…
Naturally, all solidarity with the dissolved collectives and with “BDS”.
Comrades and Friends, from behind the abominable walls, Ahmad Saadat, as well as the thousands of
comrades imprisoned in Zionist jails, send you their revolutionary greetings and draw your attention to the
fascist and supremacist groups raging in Ramleh, Lydda, Haifa and Umm al-Fahm openly supported by the
Israeli police…
That said, Comrades, the Palestinian popular masses can rely, and must be able to rely upon your mobilization
to confront all the nefarious propaganda of the imperialist bourgeoisie in your country in particular…
The conditions of detention in Zionist jails are getting worse day by day; and as you know Comrades, to
confront this, international solidarity can prove to be an indispensable weapon…
Quite naturally, the Palestinian popular masses and their struggling vanguards in captivity can count more than
ever on your active solidarity.
May a thousand solidarity initiatives flourish in support of Palestine and its promising resistance!
May a thousand solidarity initiatives flourish in favor of Palestinian Flowers and Cubs (imprisoned Palestinian
girls and boys)!
Solidarity, all solidarity, with the two comrades Sibel Balac and Gokhan Yildirim on a hunger strike [in Turkish
prisons] at breakneck speed!
Solidarity, all solidarity with the resistance fighters in Zionist jails, and those in solitary confinement cells in
Morocco, Turkey, Greece, the Philippines and elsewhere around the world!
Solidarity, all solidarity, with the proletarians in struggle!
Solidarity, all solidarity, with the popular Yemeni masses!
Honor to the Martyrs and to the popular masses in struggle!
Down with imperialism and its Zionist watchdogs and other Arab reactionaries!
Capitalism is nothing but barbarism, honor to all those who oppose it in the diversity of their expressions!
Together, Comrades, and only together will we win!
To all of you Comrades and friends, my warmest regards.
Your Comrade, Georges Abdallah”

Political Prisoner(s) of the Month Highlight
Marilyn Buck 1947-2010

(Photo retrieved from https://www.thejerichomovement.com/profile/marilyn-buck-1947-2010)
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“Marilyn Buck was born in Texas, a segregated state, in 1947. She participated in protests against the Vietnam
war and racism. The Vietnamese struggle to regain national sovereignty, the Cuban Revolution as well as the
demand for justice and liberation by the colonized and oppressed people inside the U.S. shaped the political
and social consciousness and reality of the late 1960’s. Marilyn, together with hundreds of other young people,
became anti-imperialists supporting all just struggles for national liberation, women’s liberation as well as social
and economic justice. In 1968 she joined San Francisco Newsreel, a radical film-making and propaganda
collective. She primarily worked showing films as an organizing aid – at community meetings, high school
groups, worker’s committees and even in the streets. As an anti-imperialist activist and advocate of socialism,
she became a target of the FBI Counterintelligence Program (COINTELPRO), particularly because of her support
for the Black Liberation struggle.
In 1973, she was arrested and convicted of buying two boxes of handgun ammunition. The FBI accused her of
being a member of the Black Liberation Army, she was sentenced to ten years, the longest sentence ever given
for such an offense at the time. She was sent to the ‘control-unit’/’behavior-modification’ program at the
Federal Women’s Prison in Alderson, West Virginia. After more than a year in that unit she was released into
general population where she met Lolita Lebron, one of the Puerto Rican Nationalist prisoners, from whom she
learned much about struggle and the sacrifices necessary. In 1977 she was granted a furlough. Rather than,
willfully, return to prison, she took the opportunity to go underground.
In 1979, New Afrikan revolutionary Assata Shakur was freed from prison by her comrades and. Marilyn was
labeled a suspect. Assata’s liberation is considered one of the great victories of the Black Liberation struggle.
In 1981, after an unsuccessful expropriation (robbery) of a Brink’s armored truck, an action claimed by Black
revolutionaries and white anti-imperialists, she was placed on the FBI’s most-wanted list and hunted down –
with ‘shoot to kill’ orders. Captured in May 1985, she faced four separate court trials over five years. In 1987,
she was tried in New York for conspiracy to free and support political prisoners – particularly Assata Shakur –
and to support the New Afrikan Independence struggle materially through” armed bank robbery”.
She was convicted and sentenced to 50 years in addition to the 20 years she had already been sentenced to.
The state admitted the political motivation of the acts charged, but continued to assert that she and all political
prisoners as well as P.O.W.s are “criminals”. On May 11, 1988, at the end of the conspiracy trial in New York,
Marilyn was indicted, along with six other North American anti-imperialists, for conspiracy to protest and alter
government policies through use of violence against government and military buildings. She was given a
sentence of 80 years. She was released on 7-15-2010 from the Carewell Federal Medical Center. She died at
home in Brooklyn, on 8-3-2010, after a long battle with uterine cancer.
A Militant for life-Marilyn lived most of her life in controlled, restrictive spaces: form clandestinity, to prisons,
to control units within prisons. Yet within those spaces, she developed a richly imaginative, expansive view of
human liberation, and built a bridge to a world we hunger for but have yet to create. Through her writings, her
relationships, and by the way she lived her life, Marilyn has left us a rare inheritance. Our greatest gift in return
will be to join her in being “militants for life.” See:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marilyn_Buck http://www.marilynbuck.com/about.html
https://vimeo.com/16406539
“On Tuesday, August 3, 2010, long-time political prisoner and acclaimed poet and translator Marilyn Buck, 62,
passed peacefully at her home in Brooklyn, New York. A few short weeks earlier, on July 15th, Marilyn had been
released from the federal Bureau of Prisons medical facility in Carswell, Texas and paroled to New York City.
Thanks to the efforts of her long-time friend and lawyer Jill Soffiyah Elijah, her release came several weeks
before the date originally set for her release on parole, August 8th.
Marilyn served a total of 33 years of an 80-year prison sentence for politically motivated actions undertaken in
support of self-determination and national liberation and in opposition to racial injustice and U.S. imperialism.
Throughout her years in prison, Marilyn remained a steadfast supporter of fellow political prisoners and an
advocate for the women with whom she was imprisoned.
While incarcerated, Marilyn earned several educational degrees, including a Bachelor of Arts in psychology and
Master of Arts degrees in poetics. She published several books of poems including Rescue the Word (Friends of
Marilyn Buck, 2001), Wild Poppies, original poetry by and for Marilyn Buck (audio CD, Freedom Archives, 2004),
and the highly acclaimed State of Exile, by Cristina Peri Rossi and Marilyn Buck (City Lights, 2008). Her poetry
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and essays have been printed in a wide variety of journals and books. In recent years she was preparing a new
collection of poetry, to be published early next year under the title Inside Shadows.
Marilyn became involved in the civil rights and anti-war movements and joined the Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) during her college years at the University of Texas at Austin and the University of California,
Berkeley. In the following years she became an active supporter of the Puerto Rican, Native American and Black
liberation struggles in this country. She was a consistent and outspoken advocate of liberation and equality for
women. Near the end of 2009, Marilyn was diagnosed with an aggressive form of cancer. Despite surgery and
chemotherapy, treatment came too late to save her life…”
https://www.thejerichomovement.com/profile/marilyn-buck-1947-2010

Assata Shakur: In Exile since 1979

(Photo retrieved from: http://www.assatashakur.org/resources.htm)

“Assata Shakur is an African-American activist who was a member of the Black Panther Party and Black
Liberation Army between 1971 and 1973. Assata worked through the BPP and the BLA to fight racial, social, and
economic oppression, but became the target of U.S. government’s counter-revolutionary COINTELPRO program.
This program used a wide range of tactics, including framing, false imprisonments and assassinations of leaders,
to disrupt the radical movement. On May 2 1973, Black Panther activist Assata Olugbala Shakur (fsn) Joanne
Deborah Chesimard, was pulled over by the New Jersey State Police, shot twice and then charged with murder
of a police officer. Assata spent six and a half years in prison under brutal circumstances before escaping out of
the maximum security wing of the Clinton Correctional Facility for Women in New Jersey in 1979 and moving to
Cuba.
Between 1973 and 1977 in New York and New Jersey, Shakur was indicted ten times, resulting in seven separate
criminal trials. Shakur’s charges ranged from bank robberies; attempted murder of two police officers; and
eight other felonies related to the shootout on the New Jersey Turnpike. Of these trials, three resulted in
acquittals; one in a hung jury; one in a change of venue; one resulted in a mistrial due to her pregnancy; and
one in a conviction. Three indictments were dismissed without trial. Shakur escaped prison and fled to Cuba
after her conviction for the death of New Jersey State Trooper Werner Foerster.
On May 2, 2013, the Federal Bureau of Investigation announced that they had raised the bounty on Shakur’s
head to $2 million and placed her on its “Most Wanted Terrorists” list, making her the first woman to be so
designated and effectively criminalizing the Black freedom struggle of that era.
For people wondering if Shakur was guilty, the Huffington Post reported that at the trial, three neurologists
would testify that the first gunshot shattered her clavicle and the second shattered the median nerve in her
right hand. That testimony proved that she was sitting with her hands raised when she was fired on by police.
According to Wikipedia, further testimony proved that no gun residue was found on either of her hands, nor
were her fingerprints found on any of the weapons located at the scene. Nevertheless, Shakur was convicted by
an all-white jury and sentenced to life in prison.
Assata: In her own words…
"My name is Assata (“she who struggles”) Olugbala (“for the people”) Shakur (“the thankful one”), and I am a
20th century escaped slave. Because of government persecution, I was left with no other choice than to flee
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from the political repression, racism and violence that dominate the US government's policy towards people of
color. I am an ex political prisoner, and I have been living in exile in Cuba since 1984. I have been a political
activist most of my life, and although the U.S. government has done everything in its power to criminalize me, I
am not a criminal, nor have I ever been one. In the 1960s, I participated in various struggles: the black
liberation movement, the student rights movement, and the movement to end the war in Vietnam. I joined the
Black Panther Party. By 1969 the Black Panther Party had become the number one organization targeted by the
FBI ‘s COINTELPRO program, because the Black Panther Party demanded the total liberation of black people. J.
Edgar Hoover called it "greatest threat to the internal security of the country" and vowed to destroy it and its
leaders and activists."
"The poison and pollution of capitalist cities is choking. The cities have removed us from our strengths, from our
roots, from our traditions. They have alienated us from each other and made us fear each other. They have
given us dope and television as a culture. The women of my grandmother's generation in my hometown trained
their daughters for womanhood. They were determined that their children should survive and they were
committed to a better future. Their daughters had to learn how to get their lessons, how to survive, how to be
strong. They taught them to give respect and to demand respect. They taught their daughters to take
care, to take charge and to take responsibility. I think about my sisters in the movement. Most of us rejected
the white women's movement. We knew that our experiences as black women were completely different from
those of our sisters in the white women's movement. It is imperative to our struggle that we build a strong
black women's movement. It is imperative that we, as black women, talk about the experiences that shaped
us; that we asses our strengths and weaknesses and define our own history. It is imperative that we discuss
positive ways to teach and socialize our children. Women can never be free in a country that is not free. We can
never be liberated in a country where the institutions that control our lives are oppressive.
We can never be free while our men are oppressed. Or while the amerikan government and amerikan
capitalism remain intact. Under the guidance of Harriet Tubman and Fannie Lou Hamer and all of our foreMothers, let us rebuild a sense of community. Let us rebuild the culture of giving and carry on the tradition of
fierce determination to move on closer to freedom."
“…I am not so concerned about myself… I am more concerned about the growing poverty, the growing despair
that is rife in America. I am more concerned about our younger generations, who represent our future.”
http://atlantablackstar.com/2013/10/29/10-fearless-black-female-warriors-throughout-history/6/
The Eyes of the Rainbow - Assata Shakur Documentary by filmmaker Gloria Rolando:
http://www.assatashakur.org/eyesoftherainbow.htm http://www.assatashakur.org/resources.htm (Photo
retrieved from: http://www.assatashakur.org/resources.htm)

Community Calls for Action
People's State of the City March 16
“People's State of the City: Mayor Eric Adams has started the
NYC budget process with cuts and austerity across the board.
In response, this week, The People's Plan and affiliated orgs
will release our multi-issue vision for city, our budget response
to the Mayor's preliminary budget, and showcase the power of
social and racial justice movements to combat a regressive,
austere, and punitive orientation city policy and budget at a
time when New Yorkers need care and resources the most.
Join us at the People's State of the City Rally this week
Wednesday, March 16, at 11 AM at Tweed (52 Chambers.)
RSVP here: https://tinyurl.com/peoplesSOTC.”
No additional school police! Chancellor David Banks recently
proposed to hire more school police instead of using this time
of historic vacancies within the school police force to begin
phasing out school police in NYC public schools. If you'd like to
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reject this proposal and, instead, call for increased investments in alternative, less punitive forms of safety (i.e.
student mental health & more support staff like social workers and paraprofessionals) use this social media
toolkit to post and target the Chancellor & Mayor.” Source: Email.

Free Ruchell Magee: - Saturday March 19th - Virtual Rally/Twitter Storm March 17
“ON MARCH 17, 2022
RUCHELL “CINQUE”
MAGEE TURNS 83! WE
WISH HIM POWER,
LOVE, AND SOLIDARITY
ON HIS 83RD BIRTHDAY!
SATURDAY, MARCH 19 VIRTUAL RALLY FOR
RUCHELL’S 83RD
BIRTHDAY!
REGISTER NOW TO
ATTEND:
bit.ly/ruchell83
Ruchell Magee is
turning 83 years old on
March 17, 2022. We
believe it is a national
tragedy that an elder is
still imprisoned unjustly.
After 59 years of
imprisonment
stemming from a
marijuana charge, our
brother Ruchell Magee
needs our support!
Speakers include:
Angela Y. Davis,
Chairman Fred
Hampton Jr., Jalil
Muntaqim, Melina Abdullah, Eugene Puryear, Dr. Jared Ball, Yasmeen Majid, Dr. Robin D.G. Kelley, Empress Chi,
Diane Fujino, and more!
JOIN THE TWITTER STORM: Click this link to view our social media toolkit and support a TWITTER STORM on
Thursday, March 17th! We will start at 12 PM PST / 3 PM EST and post consistently for two hours to get his
name trending. We encourage you to tweet and post from the content in this link while calling Governor
Newsom’s office. You’ll notice that calling his office always has long hold times, so take that opportunity to post
while you’re on hold. DONATE to support the Coalition to Free Ruchell Magee: bit.ly/donate4ruchell SIGN THE
PETITION to Free Ruchell Magee: https://bit.ly/freeruchell WRITE A DIGITAL LETTER to Governor Newsom’s
office requesting Commutation: https://bit.ly/write4ruchell
CALL GOVERNOR NEWSOM’S OFFICE: Let them know Ruchell Magee deserves commutation due to the length
of his confinement, his age and his health risks. Dial: (916) 445-2841, then press 1 for English or 2 for Spanish.
Remain on the line to speak with a representative, then read a statement similar to this one:
“Hello, my name is _______ and I’m calling to encourage Governor Gavin Newsom to commute the sentence of
prisoner Ruchell Magee, who has served 59 long years in California’s prisons. Ruchell is 83 years old, so as an
elderly prisoner he faces health risks every day. In the interests of justice, I am joining the global call for
Ruchell’s release due to the length of his confinement. I urge Governor Newsom to take immediate action to
commute Ruchell Magee’s sentence today.”
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#NYSUniversalChildCare March 18
“#NYSUniversalChildCare: Join us this Friday, March 18th at
11 - 12 PM as parents, advocates and elected officials call
on Governor Hochul to fund universal child care in the final
budget (due by the end of March!). Attached is our flyer.
We are meeting outside the Governor's office: 633 3rd
Avenue, NY at 11 AM. We hope you can join us as we
demand for free child care for all New Yorkers as well as
better pay for educators and providers!”

Tomorrow in NYC: Stop French political repression! March 18
“Friday, 18 March, 6 pm, French
Consulate, 934 5th Avenue, NYC
Emergency rally this Friday at 6 pm in
front of the French consulate in
Manhattan. Two weeks ago, under
specious pretenses, the French state
announced it's intention to dissolve
the Collectif Palestine Vaincra, a
secular palestinian organization they
accused of fomenting islamic
terrorism. Last week the state went
through with it's undemocratic
dissolution meaning the Collectif can
no longer speak in public, use
organizational imagery or run social media accounts in their name. In 'free and democratic' France the
president can simply decide to ban a political group for having opposing views. Come out to the French
consulate this friday and demand the French government respect the Collectif's right to free speech and
political expression. Learn more about the case and what you can do to help here: https://buff.ly/3u1Jzr5.”
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/events/1337534400049678/
NYCLU: Witness the violence of the NYPD's anti-protest unit- Disband the NYPD's Strategic Response Group
March 18
“The NYPD's Strategic Response Group (SRG) is a notoriously violent rapid response unit that threatens, attacks,
and arrests protesters. See for yourself. Witness the SRG in action in video and newly-released audio
testimonies recorded and compiled by the NYCLU and our volunteers. The screams of protesters, the panicked
voices of randomly targeted marchers, and the chaos created by the SRG are all vividly captured in these
recordings. Despite promises from the NYPD that the SRG would not be deployed at protests, the unit has
become one of the primary tools the department uses to suppress free speech. When SRG arrives on the scene,
officers escalate situations and injure New Yorkers who are exercising their First Amendment rights – especially
those fighting for racial justice. The SRG's exact budget is opaque. But we know it has ballooned from around
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$13 million to an estimated $90 million, even though most of the unit's responsibilities are already performed
by other NYPD agencies. We need real solutions that drive public safety, like violence interruption programs,
expanded mental health care resources, supportive housing, and jobs programs. What we don't need is a
militarized police unit trained to treat protesters like enemy combatants. Tell City leaders to disband the SRG
and reinvest in our communities. Thank you for fighting to transform policing.” Sign here:
https://action.aclu.org/send-message/disband-nypds-strategic-response-group
Take Action for Ed Poindexter: Support the Nebraska Medical Parole Bill March 20
“Terrell McKinney's bill LB
980 would allow prisoners,
including those with life
sentences, to be released
on medical parole.
Please write to the
Judiciary Committee to
support this
bill. Nebraskans for Prison
reform made a tool kit
with information about LB
980 with all the email
addresses for the Judiciary
Committee:
https://bit.ly/3AzWfYR.
Terrell said he would like
LB 980 to get voted out of committee and discussed on the floor so letters to the Judiciary Committee
members are very helpful. Please write to the Judiciary Committee to support this bill. This medical parole
bill could help get Ed Poindexter released. He has been in prison since 1971, is on dialysis, and has other
medical issues.”
Terrell McKinney's bill LB 980: https://nebraskalegislature.gov/bills/view_bill.php?DocumentID=47504
Source: Email.
Emergency NYC Rally this Monday, March 21 after Two People Died this Week March 21
“Emergency Rally-This Monday,
March 21, 10 am-Gov. Hochul's
NYC Office, 633 3rd Ave. Horrific,
devastating, and outrageous
beyond words: two more people
died in NYC jails this week, the
18th and 19th since January 2021.
Yesterday, George Pagan died on
Rikers Island and today another
individual, so far unidentified,
died on Rikers. These deaths
happened in the same week that
a federal monitor in the Nunez
class action lawsuit issued yet another scathing report documenting the outright humanitarian crisis in the city
jails. Officials must immediately release people and stop sending people to these deadly jails. Yet, instead of
decarcerating to stop this humanitarian crisis, Gov. Hochul issued a mass jailing plan to send MORE people to
deadly jails by gutting bail, discovery, and raise the age reforms.” Source: Email.
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TAKE ACTION: 2 Kettles Camp Build Out & Land Restoration March 24
Please take a moment to read (and
support) this request from our Oakland
Jericho comrade Cyrus who has been
working in solidarity for the past year with
several Reservations.
"Peace y’all, it would be a blessing to have
your support or input on a project I am
working on out on the Cheyenne River
Reservation. We are helping my brother
Oscar HighElk build out his land to grow
food and provide safe educational space
for local youth. Oscar HighElk also needs
support on his upcoming case April 13th,
where he is facing up to 23 years of
political imprisonment. I am trying to get the word out there through sharing the information." You can sign
the petition here! You can donate to the cause here.
***UPDATE - Next court date was April 13, 2022***Oscar’s case was successful!!! Details to follow soon!!
Here is the link to our gofundme for the camp build out on the Cheyenne river reservation.
https://www.gofundme.com/f/kwyrs-crst?member=18069153&utm_campaign=contacts-v2-invite-todonate&utm_medium=sms&utm_source=twilio
And here is some information on our comrade Oscar HighElk’s upcoming case:
https://www.2kettlescamp.com/urgentaction” Photo & Source Credit: Email.
Justice for Aafia Global Virtual Rally March 24
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“Thursday 24 March 2022 6pm (UK Time) - 1pm (ET) - 10pm (Pakistan). What is this rally about?
Dr Aafia Siddiqui is a Pakistani neuroscientist who obtained her PhD from MIT. In March 2003, Aafia and her
children were kidnapped in Karachi, Pakistan, and held at a black site for 5 years, before being extra-legally sent
to the US. In 2010, after what many saw as a "show trial", she was sentenced in the U.S. to 86 years in prison on
fabricated charges. Today, Dr Aafia is being held at federal prison in Fort Worth, Texas under extremely punitive
and dehumanizing conditions. Aafia turned 50 years old this month, and next year marks 20 years since her
kidnapping. Aafia has well-wishers all around the world, and for the first time, the Coalition for Civil Freedoms
(US) and CAGE (UK) will gather her supporters from four continents to join forces online to demand her release.
Especially, Aafia's sister, Dr Fowzia, and her lawyers will join this virtual rally to share with us the latest news
and updates on Aafia's situation. Join Leena Al Arian and Moazzam Begg for this unique event that will bring
together Aafia’s family, lawyers, organizers and former prisoners across continent.” Register here:
https://event.cage.ngo/justice-for-aafia?mc_cid=d9301f7774&mc_eid=d84d5837f7”
Action Alert: Pass H.R. 2998 COINTELPRO Full Disclosure Act March 27
“The FBI’s COINTELPRO remains one of the darkest chapters in our nation’s history. For decades, the FBI carried
out covert actions and dirty tricks against social movements. COINTELPRO (Counter Intelligence Program)
included among the program’s many targets, organizations such as the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, the anti-Vietnam War movement, and individuals such as Martin Luther King, Jr, as well as local,
state, and federal elected officials. There’s a bill in Congress that will open up the FBI’s files. HR 2998 would
require full, public release of the FBI’s COINTELPRO files. This historic bill is an important step to reconciling
with the FBI’s continued legacy of undemocratic abuses of power. Please help us make history and expose FBI
dirty tricks. Please write your member of Congress today to ask them to support this bill and to support efforts
to broaden it to cover the full scope of FBI files. When you click the MAKE THE CALL button, the system will call
your phone and patch you through. PLEASE HAVE YOUR PHONE READY.” See
https://www.justiceforall.org/black-lives-matter/action-alert-pass-hr-2998-cointelpro-full-disclosure-act/
March against Zionist settler groups, in support of the Palestinian resistance, and for the liberation of
Palestine, from the river to the sea. NYC: Land Day march to #DefundRacism and #DefendPalestine March 30

Wednesday, 30 March, 5 pm-60 E 42nd St, New York, NY 10165
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/events/652247569187930/
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Sundiata Acoli Needs Our Support! March 31
“Here’s how you can help Sundiata TODAY:
-Urge NJ Governor Phil Murphy to listen, exercise
compassion and grant Sundiata clemency by signing
our petition to help us reach 1 million signatures.
-Please RT this tweet, repost this post, or share in your
stories.
-Learn more about his case and this issue:
www.sundiataacolifc.org
-SIGN THE PETITION
https://campaigns.organizefor.org/petitions/bring-sundiata-home”
PLEASE DONATE: Our client Clayton was forced to have his lower-right leg amputated after months of
medical neglect at ACJ. Now he's suing. March 31
“Last Friday, we filed a new lawsuit against Allegheny County Jail's Medical Director, medical staff, and former
Deputy Warden for ADA violations, unconstitutional medical care, and medical malpractice that ultimately
required our client Clayton to have a below-the-knee amputation in 2020. You can read more about our case in
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and Tribune Review, and check out this nighttime news interview with our lead Staff
Attorney, Jaclyn Kurin. As Clayton seeks justice for the excruciating neglect and malpractice that led to his
amputation, he continues to endure a lifelong battle, living with chronic illness and disability, and was recently
hospitalized. We are calling on our movement friends to donate to Clayton's medical fund so Clayton can pay
his hospital bills and other medical expenses, while working to hold ACJ accountable.” See
https://www.gofundme.com/f/claytons-med-fund-2022
RAMADAN MUBARAK! from CAIR (Please Support) April 2
“As-salamu alaikum and Ramadan Mubarak!
When it comes to stepping up for the oppressed, we cannot afford to hesitate. This Ramadan, as you reflect on
your worldly blessings and prepare to share all you can with others, keep in mind those who are oppressed,
harassed and discriminated against. Standing with CAIR means standing with them!
Insha’Allah, your Ramadan donations will make a direct impact in the lives of our clients and their families.
With a 100% success rate, we have filed dozens of lawsuits that resulted in Muslims wrongly placed on the Nofly list being removed. We have also won victories in states like Alaska, California, Illinois, Maryland and Virginia
to ensure that the religious liberties of incarcerated Muslims will cease to be trampled, insha’Allah! Thanks to
your support, they are guaranteed the right to fast in Ramadan, attend Jumah, pray together and wear hijabs
and kufis.
Your ongoing support also empowers us to defend Muslims in the workplace, alhamdulillah! Over the last year,
when we filed successful discrimination complaints and lawsuits to uphold Muslim workers’ rights, that was
because generous people like YOU stood with us.
How can we stand silently by and allow our brothers and sisters to be robbed of their basic freedom because of
their ethnicity or religion or sometimes, just their name? When you give to CAIR, your generosity will not go
unnoticed in this world or in jannah. Through YOUR zakat donations we can defend the vulnerable and will
continue to do so, insha’Allah! Especially important in a midterm election year, CAIR is educating voters and
building understanding on complex issues like anti-BDS laws that limit free speech. With people of conscience
like you standing with us, we can continue building understanding, but your support to accomplish this mission
is vital. Don’t hesitate! You can complete your Ramadan donation today!” See https://www.cair.com/ramadan/
TAKE ACTION for Eric King! April 3
“Message from Eric King on April 3, 2022: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tt0m8Hj1W0U
Within days of winning a federal court case in Colorado against his treatment at the hands of the Federal
Bureau of Prisons staff, Eric is in the process of being transferred to USP Lee, a high security prison across the
country in Virginia. Eric, who should be placed at a medium security facility, reasonably fears that this move is
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punitive and that at Lee he will lose access to reading materials and, more importantly, his ability to
communicate with his loved ones. Eric King needs our help!
Elements in the BOP have already shown their petty desire for vengeance against Eric through multiple
instances of him being moved across the country, pitted against racist prisoners, beaten by guards and suffering
years of mail, phone, visitation and book bans. During the trial, Eric’s safety and health were disrupted and
property for his case destroyed by BOP staff so blatantly that Judge Martinez noted that it would be far
reaching to say the disruptiveness wasn’t intentional on the part of the BOP. The judge also noted that the BOP
was setting itself up for a civil suit, which is currently underway by the CLDC. In the meantime, Eric needs our
help. As Eric isn’t set for release until December of 2023, we need to keep the light on him to avoid EK being
isolated and further harmed. Below you’ll find a script and contact information for public officials in the
Federal system who must be pressed to check in Eric’s well-being and demand to know:
-Why is Eric King, who is at a medium level according to the BOP, being moved to a high security facility across
the country?;
-Why is this move coming so quickly after Eric successfully won a lawsuit showing that the BOP was closing
ranks to set Eric up for 20 years of additional prison as he approaches his out time?;
-What will you, as a public official, do to challenge the impunity of the federal prisons to persecute prisoners
and violate their human rights?
CONTACT INFORMATION
DSCC Office
Designation & Sentence Computation Center
U.S. Armed Forces Reserve Complex, 346 Marine Forces Dr., Grand Prairie, TX 75051, Email: GRADSC/PolicyCorrespondence@bop.gov, Phone: 972-352-4400, Fax: 972-352-4395
Mid-Atlantic BOP Regional Office
302 Sentinel Dr., Annapolis Junction, MD 20701, Email: MXRO-ExecAssistant@bop.gov, Phone: 301-317-3100
Fax: 301-317-3119
BOP National Office
320 First Street, NW, Washington, DC 20534, Email: info@bop.gov, Phone: 202-307-3198
Virginia Senators to Contact
Tim Kaine, Email: https://www.kaine.senate.gov/contact/share-your-opinion, Twitter: @TimKaine
231 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, DC 20510, PHONE: (202) 224-4024
Mark. R Warner
Email: https://www.warner.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?p= Contact Page Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/MarkRWarner, Twitter: @MarkWarner, IG:
https://www.instagram.com/senatorwarner/, 703 Hart Senate Office Building, Washington, DC 20510
Phone: 202-224-2023
DRAFT MESSAGES / TEMPLATES
Hello Senator _____,
I am writing about my friend who is a prisoner in the Federal Bureau of Prisons. His name is Eric King, inmate
number 27090-045. He was recently found not guilty on all counts at a trial in the U.S. District of Colorado. Eric
was moved from FCI Englewood and is currently being held in a private facility, Grady County Jail in Oklahoma.
He has been told he is en route to USP Lee, a maximum security prison in Virginia.
I am writing because I believe Eric should not be sent to USP Lee, and would be in danger if he were sent there.
He is scheduled to be released from prison in December 2023, and wants to avoid anything that would infringe
on this release date.
There is an active threat against his life. A few years ago, before being sent to Colorado, Eric was held in the
Segregation Unit at USP Lee for approximately two weeks. Before that, at USP Atlanta, a white supremacist
gang member told him he would be killed at USP Lee if he was released into general population. This was
documented at USP Lee.
It is imperative that Eric not be put in harm’s way. I am asking that you not send him into a situation that is so
dangerous. The Bureau of Prisons knows this and there is established case law regarding the BOP sending
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someone into dangerous and life threatening scenarios. See Fitzharris v. Wolf, 702 F.2d 836, 839 (9th Cir. 1983);
Gullatte v. Potts, 654 F.2d 1007, 1012-13 (5th Cir. 1981); Roba v. U.S., 604 F.2d 215, 218-19 (2d Cir. 1979).
Additionally, Eric is in this situation because of a bogus maximum management variable on his security profile.
This has him erroneously being sent to a facility beyond his actual security level. He has no pending charges and
no incident reports. He intends to be released to Colorado to live with his wife and his two children in just over
a year. I ask that this management variable be removed so that he can be sent to a medium- or low-custody
prison close to home and begin preparing for release. I am afraid for my friend Eric’s life if he is sent to USP Lee
and I am asking that you intervene with the Bureau of Prisons and ask them not to send Eric King into harm’s
way by sending him to USP Lee. Eric is represented by the Civil Liberties Defense Center (CLDC): Lauren, Sara,
and Sandy. They can be contacted at lregan@cldc.org, salvarez@cldc.org, and sfreeman@cldc.org, respectfully.
If you would like to give them a call please use the CLDC number: 541-687-9180.” Source: Email.
We Need You! Please Join in Albany to Protect Bail Reform, Discovery, & Raise the Age! April 6
“We need you! Please come to Albany tomorrow, Wednesday, April 6 to protect bail reform, discovery, and raise
the age. In the final days of the budget discussions, please join to show a strong presence to stop a new mass
jailing plan that will send more people to deadly jails. This plan is unconscionable and we must do everything
we can to stop it! Sign up ASAP here: https://bit.ly/AlbanyApril6.”
Week 2 of the call-in campaign for Eric King kicks off Monday, April 11

“Unicorn Riot article on the call-in campaign being waged by supporters of Eric King to keep him safe and not
sent to USP Lee. https://unicornriot.ninja/2022/eric-king-and-supporters-organize-call-in-campaign-overtransfer-to-usp-lee/. Read the coverage and see the video with words from Eric.” For a list of actions, phone
numbers and other important info see https://supportericking.org/2022/04/03/help-protect-erics-life/
Extinction Rebellion. April 15-23
“Members of Resistance in Brooklyn are participating in Extinction Rebellion. We are doing this because one of
the most violent aspects of US imperialism is its role in destroying the atmosphere of the earth. Here are four
public mobilizations of Extinction Rebellion and other environmental allies organized to commemorate Earth
Day this year.
Friday, April 15 - Media: Do Your Jobs - Tell the Truth March (12:30pm at Rockefeller Center) Mainstream news
outlets rarely cover climate change even though it’s one of the most pressing threats of our time - Join us to
demand these news outlets start treating the climate crisis like the emergency it is.
Saturday, April 16 - We Will Not Be Bystanders March (1:00pm at Washington Square Park) Tell those in power
that we refuse to stand idly by as they fail to act on the greatest threat our species has ever faced.
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Monday, April 18 - No Wars, No Warming: Fund Our Future March (12:00pm at 26 Federal Plaza) Join the
climate and peace movements for a rally and march in front of the IRS this tax day to demand that our tax
money stop being used to fund endless war and environmental destruction.
Saturday, April 23 - Listen to the Science: March for Science (12:00pm at Central Park West & W 72nd St)
Demand change at the level of government, media, and finance. We want everyone in the streets for our final
Rebellion action!
NOTE: For all listed mass actions above, new rebels should look for individuals with a pink bee flag. This will
serve as your designated meet up spot. Plus, check out the Extinction Rebellion Festival: 4 Days of Art, Music,
and Teach-Ins for Earth (Crisis) Day. From April 19 - 22, we’ll gather in Washington Square Park each day from 38 PM to celebrate the earth and explore solutions to the climate crisis through art, music, and teach ins.”
Details & daily schedule available here: https://www.xrebellion.nyc/events?category=Regenerative%20Culture
Samidoun: Call to Action: 10 Days of Struggle for Palestinian Prisoners’ Liberation, April 15 to 25
“Every year, 17 April marks Palestinian Prisoners’ Day, an International Day of Action, solidarity and resistance
for the liberation of all Palestinian prisoners. This year, in 2022, join us to stand with the Palestinian prisoners’
movement, the Palestinian people and their resistance in the struggle for liberation. Between 15 and 25 April
2022, organize demonstrations, actions, meetings, events and rallies to commemorate this day and rally
support and solidarity for imprisoned Palestinians, leaders of the resistance on the front lines of struggle from
behind bars, and to stand together against anti-Palestinian repression.” Call to Action:
https://samidoun.net/2022/04/call-to-action-10-days-of-struggle-for-palestinian-prisoners-liberation-15-to-25april-2022/
Palestine Prisoners Day - April 17 - by Art Against Imprisonment April 17
“Sunday, April 17th - 10am PDT, 1 PM
EDT, 8pm Palestine. Art Against
Imprisonment is hosting this event to
mark Palestinian Prisoners Day, April
17th 2022. Palestinians have
commemorated April 17th since 1974
as a national tribute to prisoners and
their sacrifices, a call to unify the
efforts to support them and their right
to freedom, and a call for solidarity
with their families. This year we uplift
the daring Great Escape of six
Palestinian prisoners from the
maximum security Gilboa prison on
September 6th, 2021. We also mark
the courageous collective boycott of
Israeli military courts by Palestinian
administrative detainees since January
1, 2022, now in its fourth month. Art
Against Imprisonment shines a light on
the creativity which people in prison
use to break through repression,
isolation and invisibility. For Palestinian
Prisoners Day 2022, we are proud to
host Palestinian former prisoners and
artists to celebrate steadfast resistance
against imprisonment, occupation, and
settler colonialism.
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Featuring Rana Bishara - Palestinian installation artist, painter, graphic artist, photographer and performing artist, based
in Palestine, Mustafa Sheta - Palestinian former political prisoner and General Director Jenin Freedom Theater,
based in Palestine, Clarissa Bitar - Palestinian oud musician and composer, based in the U.S., Chris Gazaleh Palestinian visual artist, musician, writer, organizer and educator, based in the U.S.”
Register here: https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_s3GuI0TcQImvzkch01ljHg
#HALT Solitary: Parole Justice Rallies POSTPONED Until Next Wednesday, April 20
“Huge thanks to the many of you who RSVP’d to join us at
any of our ‘Parole Justice is Next’ rallies tomorrow in five
locations across the state. In light of this morning’s tragic
events in Brooklyn, we are postponing these rallies until
next Wednesday, April 20. The rallies will be held at the
same time (12 noon), and in the same locations we’d
planned for tomorrow: NYC: Foley Square, Rochester:
Liberty Pole, Albany: Concourse in front of the Security
Entrance to the Legislative Office Building & New York State
Capitol Westchester: Van Der Donck Park, 41 Dock Street,
Yonkers, Long Island: 250 Veterans Memorial Hwy,
Hauppauge. We apologize for any inconvenience and we
hope you can join us then.”
Please RSVP again using this updated form:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfU9siX_QHi1INZvUyLfSTrAfSl_1fkW_eEkEBIvJPFZQ95Yw/viewfor
m
Leonard Peltier’s Walk to Justice Sept 1-Nov 1st 2022

Sign the Petition: https://www.change.org/p/joe-biden-leonard-peltier-has-covid-46-years-in-prisonhospitalize-and-free-him-now
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(Ongoing Calls for Action)
FREE ED POINDEXTER FROM PRISON-NOW! (ongoing)
”Ed Poindexter is a US political prisoner, and member of
the Omaha Two. Ed has been incarcerated since 1970 for
a crime he did not commit-- because of his leadership of
the local arm of the Black Panther Party. Ed is currently
wheelchair bound and on dialysis but has never stop
struggling for the wellbeing of his people. Ed has earned
several college degrees, wrote courses for, and taught
anti-violence classes to youth, and served as a role
model to other prisoners. At age 75, he is at high risk for
COVID related health complications. Ed’s birthday is Nov
1st. PLEASE send Ed a Birthday card. Send a card or write to Ed in 20 inch font: Ed Poindexter #27767-Nebraska State Penitentiary, P.O. Box 2500, Lincoln, NE 68542 And Remember to Free the Land.” PETITION:
https://www.change.org/p/nebraska-board-of-pardons-free-ed-poindexter-from-prison-now
Bring Imam Jamil Home In The Next 6-12 Months! organized by Kairi Al-Amin (Ongoing)
”As-Salaamu Alaikum, For 20+ years we’ve been fighting not
just for the freedom of my father, H. Rap Brown/Imam Jamil,
but also to prove his innocence. My Name is Kairi Al-Amin, son
of Imam Jamil Al-Amin and before we go any further, on behalf
of myself, my father and my family I would just like “AsSalaamu Alaikum, For 20+ years we’ve been fighting not just
for the freedom of my father, H. Rap Brown/Imam Jamil, but
also to prove his innocence. A video of the actual perpetrator
confessing under oath to the murder my father is currently
serving life in prison for.” Watch The Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWXNr1BaI88&feature=youtu.be
For full petition see: https://www.change.org/p/fulton-county-district-attorney-paul-howard-new-trial-forimam-jamil-al-amin-fka-h-rap-brown/u/27297316
Mutulu Shakur: Support Parole and Compassionate Release for Dr. Mutulu Shakur (ongoing)
“ Dr. Mutulu Shakur is a political prisoner, sentenced to 60 years in prison
because of actions motivated by his political beliefs. He was targeted and
victimized by the FBI’s now-infamous Counter-Intelligence Program
(COINTELPRO) as early as 1968. Dr. Shakur has served over 30 years in
prison, and is currently suffering from multiple myeloma (advanced bone
marrow cancer). He has been denied parole 9 times and was recently
denied a compassionate release. Friends and Family of Dr. Mutulu Shakur
has started a new campaign seeking Mutulu’s release by President Biden.
We will be submitting a legal clemency petition to the President on
Mutulu’s behalf, and this public petition is an important part of the
campaign. We want to show the President that Mutulu has community —
friends, family, and supporters — who will welcome him home. Please
sign the new petition for Mutulu’s release via Presidential clemency.” See
https://campaigns.organizefor.org/petitions/grant-clemency-for-dr-mutulu-shakur-a-father-grandfather-healerhuman-rights-activist
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Online Fundraiser for Joy Powell (ongoing)
“Joy’s family recently covered some legal
expenses in order to proceed to the next
step in appealing her wrongful conviction.
The online fundraiser is to cover these
costs as well as any future costs for her
support. We are still seeking options for
pro bono counsel to keep these costs as
low as possible, but even with pro bono
representation there will be filing fees,
legal visit costs, etc. Every dollar truly
counts, and Joy is very appreciative of
everyone’s support. The link for the
fundraising page is
https://fundrazr.com/freejoypowell, and we have added a link to her website at
https://www.freejoypowell.org/support/. Don’t hesitate to let us know if there are any questions and THANK
YOU for helping spread the word about this important step to secure Joy’s freedom. -Philly ABC and NYC Jericho”
Release or Home Confinement for Dr. Aafia Siddiqui (Ongoing)
“The 48-year old Dr. Siddiqui has been
imprisoned since she was 31. She has been in
very poor health for much of this time, including
appearing in a wheel chair at her New York trial,
due to the extremely harsh—some would say
unlawful—conditions of her capture as well as
her incarceration. She is clearly at grave risk
from COVID-19.” See
https://www.change.org/p/donald-j-trumprelease-or-home-confinement-for-dr-aafiasiddiqui-from-coronavirus-infected-prison (Photo
from https://www.change.org/p/donald-j-trump-releaseor-home-confinement-for-dr-aafia-siddiqui-fromcoronavirus-infected-prison)

The Freedom Campaign for Sundiata Acoli (Ongoing)
“Acoli has been consistently denied parole for more than twenty-five of
those years, going all the way back to 1994. The Sundiata Acoli
Freedom Campaign (SAFC) is the largest coordinated campaign to free
Acoli since his incarceration and follows years of behind-the-scenes
advocacy and legal filings. We are calling on allied organizations and
institutions to support Sundiata by signing and sharing this petition. We
welcome collaborations and partnerships to help secure Sundiata’s
release. Sundiata’s life depends on us. We must #BringSundiataHome
now!” Please sign here:
https://campaigns.organizefor.org/petitions/bring-sundiata-home
For more information visit our Facebook page or email
Sundiataacolifc@gmail.com.” See: “The Freedom Campaign for
Sundiata Acoli with Soffiyah Elijah” here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPUb7RO3pisSoffiyah&feature=youtu.be
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Free Leonard Peltier! (Ongoing)
“At Peltier’s request, lawyers will be
working to get him transferred closer to
his family on the Turtle Mountain
Reservation in North Dakota. Second, his
legal team will continue to work on a
possible parole hearing for early summer.
Third, the attorney in Peltier’s firstamendment case in Seattle, Wash., is
prepared for trial this summer. Despite
strong support by former U.S. Attorney
James Reynolds, 55 members of Congress
and international dignitaries including
Bishop Desmond Tutu, the U.S.
government refuses to release Peltier,
whose health is rapidly failing after more than four decades of incarceration. To make a donation to Peltier’s
legal effort and to support his campaign for freedom, please go to the ILPDC FB Page
(facebook.com/PeltierHQ/) and fundraiser (tinyurl.com/yxtkb77a) This is the year to free Leonard Peltier!” See
https://fundrazr.com/e1lwxe?ref=ab_39woXa_ab_0RczzOepD4l0RczzOepD4l
Free Ruchell Magee! (Ongoing)
“WORDS FROM
RUCHELL &
ANNOUNCEMENT
FROM THE COALITION”
“Ruchell wanted to
share some words to
those of us on the
outside: “I’m still
fighting to get the truth
to the real people, who
want growth in the
human race! Truth is
the right medicine. We
must fight to WIN!” On
July 15, 2021, Ruchell
“Cinque” Magee was
denied parole for the
13th time. This December will mark 40 years since his first parole suitability hearing on December 17, 1981.
Ruchell, who is currently 82-years-old and has been incarcerated for 58 years, will not be eligible for parole
again until July 2024. The parole board’s decision to delay any chance of parole until after Ruchell’s 85th
birthday is shameful. Cinque is continuing the fight, and so must we. We are encouraging everyone who
supports Ruchell to sign and share our petitions (bit.ly/freeruchell + bit.ly/write4ruchell). TAKE ACTION! NEW:
SIGN THE PETITION to Free Ruchell Magee: https://bit.ly/freeruchell NEW: WRITE THE GOVERNOR’S OFFICE
Requesting Commutation: https://bit.ly/write4ruchell”
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MULTIPLE ACTIONS & RESOURCES: Take Action to Free Political Prisoners (Ongoing)
“Please go to this Linktr.ee to
take ACTION for elder U.S.
held Political Prisoners and
Prisoners of War. There are
links to a lot of information,
but first are action items. I
urge you to sign the petitions,
write emails, make calls, and
spread this Linktr.ee around! (Even if you think you've
signed or called or written before, it won't hurt to do it
again!). Use and share the below link or QR code.
Thank You. ~Created by Verbena from the NLG in
Detroit. FREE THEM ALL
https://linktr.ee/PoliticalPrisoners

Support the Black Panther Black Panther Party Alumni Legacy Network! (Ongoing)

“The Black Panther Party Alumni Legacy Network is composed of original Black Panther Party members and
other passionate individuals, elected official’s community organizations, educational institutions, and
community-oriented businesses that not only have their own well-being at heart but also have a passion for
every member of the community to live long prosper and grow educationally, socially, and economically from
generation to generation.
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Together we embrace the legacy of the 65 documented social
service programs created and implemented by original Black
Panther Party members that grew out of the 10-point platform
and program of the Party. Now is the time to come together to
use our knowledge and collective resources to lay the foundation
for self-determination and generational prosperity that will only
be established thru our efforts. JOIN US! See bppaln.org.” “In a
historic rare collaboration, Destroy Art Inc. is granted access to
sell Black Panther merchandise by artist John Yates aka
Stealworks. 50% of all sales is donated back to the Black Panther
Alumni Legacy Network. To purchase the All Power to the People
collection and support the Black Panther Alumni Legacy Network
go to: https://ap2tp.bigcartel.com/.” (Photo’s retrieved from
https://bppaln.org).

Support SF Bay View -PLEASE DONATE NOW (ongoing)
“The San Francisco Bay View National Black Newspaper is doing a fundraiser to keep Black media alive and keep
our voices loud! Read and learn: www.sfbayview.com. Without Black media, there is no learning the depth and
breadth of Black history to lead the charge forward to dismantling systems of oppression and envisioning what
can take its place. Without funding, there is no Black media. We want to make sure you can get those tax
deductions, so mark your donation as for our nonprofit organization HRIN and we will send you a donation
acknowledgment letter. We need your help to make sure the voices of the people are heard and media stays
independent! DONATE TODAY! Learn about us and the work we do at www.sfbayview.com.” See
https://www.gofundme.com/f/fundraiser-for-the-bay-view-newspaper

Resource List
1. Women's History Month Virtual Film Screening March 1-31
In honor of Women’s History Month, the African American Museum and Library at Oakland will present a
Virtual Film Screening honoring these extraordinary ladies from the Archives…” See
https://oaklandlibrary.bibliocommons.com/events/6205598423ce763600fa0188
2. Maryland Gov. Hogan declares 2022 the ‘Year of Harriet Tubman’ March 12
“Maryland Governor Larry Hogan has proclaimed the year 2022 for Harriet Tubman, the abolitionist and
military scout who helped advance freedom for African Americans during the Civil War era…”
https://wtop.com/maryland/2022/03/md-gov-hogan-declares-2022-the-year-of-harriet-tubman/ See "Stand
Up" - Official Lyric Video - Performed by Cynthia Erivo https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sn19xvfoXvk
3. M. Gayle "Asali" Dickson March 18
Artist Website of M. Gayle "Asali" Dickson!! “From 1972-1974, I was the only woman artist for the Black
Panther Intercommunal News Service, commonly referred to as the Black Panther Paper…” See
https://www.artsofpointrichmond.com/artistgallery/m.-gayle-%22asali%22-dickson/33e09ab5-825b-47a68953-d4e911cae2f0
4. WPLC Wxmen Release Informative Report on Line 3 March 20
Read the entire report here: www.cunylawreview.org/blog. Please share and uplift the scholarship of WPLC
wxmen drawing attention to the abhorrent effects of the Line 3 pipeline.
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5. LISTEN: We've Always Been Here: The Radical Spirit of Black Abolitionist Feminisms March 24
“How has Black feminism ushered in our current understanding and practice of abolition? On the 48th episode
of the Activist Files, advocacy associate maya finoh speaks with Andrea Ritchie, an attorney, author, organizer,
and co-founder of Interrupting Criminalization and In Our Names Network, who has been documenting,
organizing, advocating, litigating, and agitating around policing and criminalization of Black cis/trans women
and girls and trans and gender non-conforming people for the past three decades.” For more info & to listen to
files see https://ccrjustice.org/activist-files
6. Mother, Artist, Healer, Warrior: Woman as Metaphor in Paintings by Jon Onye Lockard Feb 3-April 30
Jon Onye Lockard (1932-2015) -- portraitist, muralist, and illustrator--often created images that focused on the
position of females throughout the Black world. By exploring his iconography, especially the themes of mother,
artist, healer, and warrior--this online exhibition documents woman as metaphor in paintings by one of
America's foremost accomplished artists.” See
https://oaklandlibrary.bibliocommons.com/events/61fc3482cafb9b2f00838463
https://www.artsteps.com/embed/61ef573e19459ba5656d820c/560/315
7. An Oakland lot vacant for 23 years will become a huge garden — and then affordable housing March 20
“Homies Empowerment, a grassroots community organization, recently signed a lease for the city-owned
property to start the Freedom Garden.” See https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/An-Oakland-lotvacant-for-23-years-will-become-a-17004772.php

8. Back Issues of Certain Days are available March 27
“We have opened up the Certain Days vault and have back issues available for these 5 years (2018 to 2022). See
attached and message us for details. They are deeply discounted. i.e. Any 2 for $10 (includes postage), etc.
Thanks, Certain Days, Freedom for Political Prisoners & Prisoners of War Calendar”. See
http://www.certaindays.org
9. Part 1: WE ARE OUR OWN LIBERATORS: THE BOOK CHANGING LIBERATION IDEAS: Liberator Interview with
Jalil Muntaqim. See https://www.facebook.com/exposuretvapps/videos/654889909114987/?d=n
Part 2: WE ARE OUR OWN LIBERATORS: THE BOOK CHANGING LIBERATION IDEAS: Liberator Interview with
Jalil Muntaqim. “We are our own Liberators-Back this morning with the author of We Are Our Own Liberators.”
See https://www.facebook.com/exposuretvapps/videos/734806044342331/?d=n
10. Daniel McGowan was on Green and Red podcast! March 29
“From Environmentalist to "Domestic Terrorist" with former Earth Liberation member Daniel McGowan (G&R
150) See https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/from-environmentalist-to-domestic-terroristwith/id1501708978?i=1000555556457
11. Report: What the Jury Didn't Know at the Eric King Trial March 30
“…Before Eric’s trial started, the judge ruled that all evidence related to Eric’s torture at the hands of BOP had
to be withheld from the jury, including the illegal use of four-point restraints. This meant that the jury never got
to hear that Eric was subjected to violent retaliation by the BOP…” See https://cldc.org/king-acquittal
12. Adalah Justice Project: LANDBACK is Right of Return March 30
“On March 30, 2022, NDN Collective released their long anticipated position paper declaring that the
indigenous call for LANDBACK on Turtle Island and the Palestinian call for Right of Return in Palestine stem from
the same promises of land and liberation. Here is a glimpse of NDN Collective's declaration:
https://ndncollective.org/right-of-return-is-landback/”
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13. Action at Bellevue Hospital: Eyes On You Reportback March 31
“COMMUNITY AND MEDICAL WORKERS GREETED WITH POLICE AT PEACEFUL LETTER DELIVERY, BELLEVUE
HOSPITAL. On Friday, March 25, approximately a dozen family members, medical and hospital workers, and
others directly impacted by the devastating medical abuse and murder of 19 people in NYC Jails, arrived at
Bellevue Hospital to demand to meet with the staff working on the 19th Floor Prison Ward and to deliver a
proposal to Health and Hospitals and Correctional Health Services staff.” See
https://medium.com/@eyesonyounyc/who-is-eyes-on-you-6bc073d2e843
14. Report reveals how the Dakota Access Pipeline is breaking the law March 29
“The report, written by NDN Collective, an Indigenous nonprofit, provides the first comprehensive timeline of
the controversial pipeline's legal and environmental violations.” See
https://www.salon.com/2022/03/29/report-reveals-how-the-dakota-access-pipeline-is-breaking-the-law_partner/
15. Jailed trans people are in danger. We're suing. March 31
“Makyyla Holland was beaten, harassed, and illegally strip-searched during six weeks in custody at the Broome
County Jail. Makyyla – who is transgender – was placed in the male section of the jail and denied her
antidepressants and hormone therapy…” “Hear Makyyla’s story in her own words.” See
https://www.nyclu.org/en/campaigns/protect-trans-new-yorkers-jails-and-prisons
16. Freebird's April 2022 book drive for BTB NYC--Tyrants and Heroes April 1
“Freebird's April 2022 book drive for NYC Books Through Bars: What makes a Putin tick, what makes a sports
icon iconic, and how to color between the lines. Three works for $30 (35% off retail).” See
http://www.freebirdbooks.com/shop.html
17. Call for Art and Article Submissions for the 2023 Certain Days: Freedom for Political Prisoners Calendar
“The Certain Days collective will be releasing our 22nd calendar this coming autumn. In lieu of a 2023 theme,
we are doing an open call for abolition-related art and article submissions to feature in the calendar, which
hangs in more than 6,000 homes, workplaces, prison cells, and community spaces around the world. We
encourage contributors to submit both new and existing work. We especially seek submissions from people in
prison or jail, so please forward this call to any prison-based artists and writers.” See open call for abolitionrelated art and article submissions https://www.certaindays.org/inside/past-image-gallery/
18. Training on the Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination April 6
“Come learn about the Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (ICERD) and how it can aid in
your advocacy efforts and put pressure on the U.S. government to respect Indigenous Peoples’ rights. We invite
Tribal members in preparation for the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination’s Review of the
United States in August 2022. April 6, 2022, 12:00 PM ET/ 9:00 AM PT” See
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_LhTsEe_3Qz-BSqPhEaU2vw
19. History of Black Resistance, U.S. Political Prisoners, and Genocide: A Conversation with Jalil Muntaqim
video is now on Vimeo April 10
“If you were unable to see the live conversation on April 6, 2022, here is the video link: 04-06-22 Jalil
Muntaqim at SUNY Brockport https://vimeo.com/697994511.”
20. Destroying the master’s tools: Soledad State Prison’s anti-Black racism and why we need abolition over
prison reform Part 2 April 10
“So in the next two parts of this series, we are going to dig into what this actually looks like as it concerns prison
abolition, through the historical lenses of California’s prison system in general, and Soledad State Prison in
particular.” See sfbayview.com
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21. Lil' Bobby Hutton Day, West Oakland, 4/11/09: photos April 12
“On Saturday, April 11th, at the West Oakland Public Library, family, friends, and former Black Panthers
celebrated Lil' Bobby Hutton Day in honor of the 17-year-old Black Panther murdered by Oakland police in
1968.” See https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2009/04/12/18588322.php
22. Lakota People's Law Project: Standing Rock’s dangerously low water levels April 13
“The Dakota Access pipeline’s threat level is at an all time high for the people of the Standing Rock Nation. In a
new video we made in partnership with Standing Rock, you’ll see the distressingly low water levels in the Mni
Sose, our sacred Missouri River.” See Video: https://vimeo.com/699208496
23. What if the Underground Railroad was an actual railroad?
“In this short interview with Audible, novelist Colson Whitehead describes the path from idea to novel for The
Underground Railroad.” See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtKGs1LQgL0
24. Lil' Bobby Hutton Day, West Oakland, 4/11/09: photos April 12
“On Saturday, April 11th, at the West Oakland Public Library, family, friends, and former Black Panthers
celebrated Lil' Bobby Hutton Day in honor of the 17-year-old Black Panther murdered by Oakland police in
1968.” See https://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2009/04/12/18588322.php

Community Events
(March 15-April 15, 2022)
Free Em All!!! Dropping in March!!

“Rev Greetings! Brother Elijah from Oakland Jericho and I put together this track for the PP's specifically giving
credit to Jericho. Please feel free to share far and wide. This track featuring Elijah (aka Opium Sabbah) who
wrote the music and co-wrote the lyrics is part of a six song EP titled Take the Power Back that I produced are
available on most streaming platforms under the names of some of the other artists Mic Crenshaw and David
Rovics. We hope you enjoy the video and the music :) Greetings! adam" Free em All Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IITp3gTsADg
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Stop The Illegal Blockade Against Cuba March 19-20
“March 19-20, 2022. Hybrid International US-Cuba Normalization Conference @ The People’s Forum in
Manhattan, NYC and streamed worldwide SAVE THE DATES!! STOP THE US ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WAR ON
CUBA! There will be Cuba expert panels, including Cuban representatives, Cuban women speakers, U.S. and
Canadian solidarity activist panels, plus Cuban films and music. Food will be served. Join us! Seating is limited at
the People's Forum - so register today! Cuba Si! Embargo No! P.S. Please have your vaccination card and mask.
Register: https://iucnc.org/pre-reg-conference.html
You can also see it livestreamed:
https://youtube.com/playlist?list= PLlpc6eFEd8ov6AgOIhueXt9b8rtPcclWS”
Cuba in Africa film by Negash Abdurahman March 19

“Cuba in Africa film by Negash Abdurahman showing at The People's Forum, New York City, Saturday, March 19
at 1:00 pm - 2:00 pm (ET). https://www.us-cubanormalization.org/viva-cuba/cuba-in-africa-negashabdurahman/.”
RAPP: Calling all freedom fighters to protect bail reform! March 21, 22, 24, 28
“We're asking you to join us and other organizations in support of bail reform over the next two weeks. On the
dates below, we’re going to work to support pre-trial freedom, coordinating logistics for our own staff and
community leaders, and ask you to join us in doing the same.
March 21: Small lobby day in Albany in support bail reform and real solutions to violence
March 22: Small lobby day for parole reform in Albany that will include defending bail with lawmakers who
already support parole reform
March 24: Rally with many other organizations in NYC supporting bail reform and real solutions to stopping
violence
March 28: Large-scale lobby day in support of bail reform in Albany”
Jose Hamza Saldana, Director, Release Aging People in Prison/RAPP Campaign
135 West 20th Street, Suite 401, New York, NY 10011
917.890.4553, ylpsaldana@gmail.com.” Source: Email.
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Ralph Poynter: What’s Happening - BlogTalkRadio Tues., March 22, 2022 - Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10:00
pm ET March 22
“ONCE AGAIN-Here's what's really happening! It's Time To Cancel the Minstrel Show Before Congress by
Volodymyr Zelensky & It's Time To Cancel the Minstrel Show Before the People of NYC by Eric Adams!
No to WARS both abroad & at home!
NO TO THE ARMY OF OCCUPATION KNOWN AS POLICE IN OUR SCHOOLS!
NO TO THE ARMY OF OCCUPATION KNOWN AS NATO EVERYWHERE!
1. NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An anatomy
of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie Hester
Bailey, Gil Obler, Henry Hagin, Dolores Cox
2. UPDATES -- Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb-NYC Jericho
3. Liberation Poetry: Prof. Louis & NZINGA ~ in remembrance of Sister Lynne Stewart”
WBAI Pacifica Radio / 99.5fm / WOMENS HISTORY MONTH PROGRAM March 23
“What’s Happening-WBAI 99.5fm-Wed. March 23@ 8pm/est or
listen live @ wbai.org”

Free Em All T-Shirts March 24
Multiple styles of T shirts, Multiple Graphics.
“All Proceeds go to Political Prisoners.”
See Bonfire.com
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Podcast: Revolutionary love March 24
“Listen to their podcast which highlights
the work of Prison Radio and Love Not
Phear, with commentaries from Krystal
Clark, Kevin Rashid Johnson, Mumia AbuJamal, and Peter "Pitt" Mukuria.”

CLDC Webinar (Support: Inside and Out) March 24
“Join CLDC on Thursday, March 24th at 6:00pm
EST to learn about supporting movement
participants through incarceration, release, and
transition back home from people who have lived
it. Former political prisoners will share their
experiences of support as well as how they
continue to support people held behind the walls.
Panelists will include Daniel McGowan, Michael
"Rattler" Markus, Linda Evans, Ray Luc Levasseur
and Luke O'Donovan. You can register for the
event at https://cldc.org/event/032422”
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“The Activist Files” Podcast — We've Always Been Here: The Radical Spirit of Black Abolitionist Feminisms
March 24
“How has Black feminism ushered in our current understanding
and practice of abolition? On the 48th episode of The Activist
Files, advocacy associate maya finoh speaks with Andrea
Ritchie, an attorney, author, organizer, and co-founder of
Interrupting Criminalization and In Our Names Network, who
has been documenting, organizing, advocating, litigating, and
agitating around policing and criminalization of Black cis/trans
women and girls and trans and gender non-conforming people
for the past three decades. maya and Andrea discuss what it’s
like being ahead of the curve on these concepts; why it’s critical
to center Black women, girls, and queer and trans people; the
experience of working with survivors on abolitionist projects;
and the impact of previous feminist organizations and
formations on creating the Black feminist and abolitionist
futures being actualized today. Andrea's newest book, No More
Police: A Case for Abolition, which is co-authored with Mariame
Kaba, will be released this summer. This episode is part of our programming honoring Women's History Month.
Listen to the new episode on our website.” See https://ccrjustice.org/activist-files
EXPOSE THE LIES- COINTELPRO COALITION WEBINAR- MARCH 25, 2022- 7:30PM/EST March 25

Register at bit.ly/CoIntelPro
Root & Branch Collective: Press Advisory: Family and Doctors to Confront Correctional Health Services at
Bellevue March 25
“On Friday March 25 at 2PM Eyes on You, a committee of medical workers, medical students, and community
members including family of those incarcerated in NYC Jails and formerly incarcerated there, will gather at
Bellevue Hospital (E. 28th St and 1st Avenue) to deliver the below proposal to Correctional Health Services, and
to show support to those being detained in the hospital's 19th floor prison ward. This delivery comes after
more than three months of no response to the proposal from CHS. The proposal was initially reviewed by
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former Corrections Deputy Commissioner Stanley Richards, who claimed that the entry of medical providers
would fall under CHS charter. While we realize this is a tactic to avoid accountability, we also believe that CHS
can and should push for more medical support, as well as the release of medically vulnerable detainees
@eyes_on_you_nyc twitter and Instagram, medium.com/@eyesonyounyc where we are every day this week
releasing video/audio testimony of medical neglect.” Source: Email.
Letter Writing Workshop for Kamau Sadiki – Join March 26
“We women are standing up during Women's
History Month for Kamau Sadiki.
We invite our whole community to join us for a
letter-writing workshop.
Sometimes it can be difficult to find the right
words. Join us to gain some guidance on writing
to captured Freedom Fighters like Kamau Sadiki.
Together we will be in and build community as
we learn about Kamau Sadiki, the efforts to
bring him home, and the fight for all US Held
Political Prisoners.”
Register at:
http://tinyurl.com/womengather4kamau
More info: https://linktr.ee/freekamausadiki

Observance of Women's History Month March 26
“Join us for an afternoon of engaging conversation to acknowledge the Ladies of the Friends-Stewards of
AAMLO. Meet these exceptional ladies who serve the community by partnering with AAMLO to create a
synergy that links the community to resources at AAMLO. Saturday, March 26, 2022, 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Online event. For more information, contact AAMLO 510-637-0200.” See
https://oaklandlibrary.bibliocommons.com/events/622266e6e2696b2f0099e3d6
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85th NLG Anniversary Dinner (virtual) March 27
“SAVE THE DATE: NLG Anniversary Dinner
March 27, 2022: Flyer and tickets available
soon! KEYNOTE: Chesa Boudin and his parents,
Kathy Boudin and David Gilbert
HONOREE: John Royal
UNSUNG HERO: “Housing Justice Trio” Michigan Legal Services, Lakeshore Legal Aid,
United Community Housing Coalition
STUDENT HONOREES: Rihan Issa and James
Martines Virtual event. $25 tickets. More
information coming soon!
Verbena Lea Administrator, Detroit & Michigan
Chapter National Lawyers Guild
administrator@michigannlg.org michannlg.org
Facebook + Twitter
2021 Int’l. Tribunal Testimony about
U.S Environmental Racism
VIDEO linktr.ee/PoliticalPrisoners
YOU ARE INVITED to the Virtual 85th NLG
Anniversary Dinner. Please click on the
registration link below to reserve your spot!
Sunday, March 27, 2022 at 4pm EST Cost: $25
for single ticket, $50 to also sponsor an activist.
Location: Virtual via Zoom *Registration
(required): https://tinyurl.com/dinner-register
(Expect an email upon registration. Payment:
https://tinyurl.com/dinner-tickets.
Facebook
page: https://fb.me/e/3jAN6Vvx2 (Please click,
join, and share!!
¡Puerto Rico with/con Cuba! March 28/April 4
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Gus Newport, Danny Glover, Angela Davis, Bernie Sanders! March 28
“Date: Monday, March 28, 2022. Time: 6pm PST/ 9pm EST.
Location: In-Person & Virtual. Cost: $25-100 sliding scale available
through Eventbrite or join the Host Committee! Freight & Salvage
Coffeehouse, 2020 Addison Street, Berkeley CA. 5pm PT: hors
d’oeuvres. 6-8pm PT/ 9-11pm ET. PROGRAM: Danny Glover,
Angela Davis, Bernie Sanders, Holly Near & Natalia Zukerman,
Palestinian Ensemble ASWAT, Barbara Lubin, Zeiad Abbas
Shamrouch — and Gus Newport! Facebook event - please RSVP &
share! Proceeds benefit MECA’s programs for Palestinian children and refugees.” Register here:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/tribute-to-gus-newport-tickets-262079756607 See
https://www.facebook.com/events/1010500713154080?emci=b0f68f32-b08c-ec11-a507281878b83d8a&emdi=d28fee72-c88d-ec11-a507-281878b83d8a&ceid=2450322
Ralph Poynter: What's Happening - BlogTalkRadio Tuesday, March 29, 2022 - Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 910:00 pm ET March 29
“1. NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An
anatomy of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie
Hester Bailey, Gil Obler, Henry Hagin, Dolores Cox
2. UPDATES -- Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb-NYC Jericho
3. Liberation Poetry: Prof. Louis & NZINGA ~ in remembrance of Sister Lynne Stewart”
WEBINAR: Ramadan Behind Bars March 30
“Learn about Muslim political prisoners,
the impacts of the predatory prison
industrial complex, and the simple steps
you can take to provide relief this
Ramadan and beyond.
Join us for our Ramadan Behind Bars
webinar to learn about Muslim political
prisoners, the impacts of the predatory
prison industrial complex, and the
simple steps you can take to provide
relief this Ramadan and beyond.
Mar 30, 2022 06:00 PM in Eastern Time
(US and Canada).”

Register on Zoom https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_gWx0l7TUQQyiv02IRGLe5A or
watch live on Patreon https://www.patreon.com/civilfreedoms
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Palestinian Land Day—3/30/2022—Resisting and Remembering and Praying for a New Day for Palestine
March 30
“Land Day has been celebrated by Palestinians for several
decades, serving as an expression of protest of Israel’s
expropriation of their land since at least the time of Israel’s
founding. The first moment of Palestinian open resistance to
the state’s land practices was on March 30, 1976, including
an organized confrontation. This article describes how this
day is not only about past events but is a stimulus to find
new ways to resist Israel’s continuing land grab. March 30,
1976—the first moment of protesting Israel’s expropriation
of Palestinian lands. Following the 1967 war some years later,
in 1976, Palestinians responded to the Israeli government’s
declaration of its intention to take thousands of acres of Palestinian lands for its own state purposes. They
responded actively and directly through a general strike launched against the state, including marches in Arab
towns across the occupied area, north to south, from the Galilee to the Negev.” See
https://www.arabamerica.com/palestinian-land-day-3-30-2022-resisting-and-remembering-and-praying-for-anew-day-for-palestine/
WBAI Pacifica Radio / 99.5fm / Wed. March 30, 2022WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH PROGRAM-8pm 'WARRIOR
SISTERS WHO 'TROUBLE THE WATERS' March 30
“'WARRIOR SISTERS WHO 'TROUBLE THE WATERS' with:
YESHITELA-. AFR. PEO. SOC. PARTY & BELINDA BROWN LOUISIANA UNITED INT. & AISHA MOHAMMED- NAT'L
JERICHO.
SUPPORT WBAI. If your pocket allows, please support this
non-commercial radio station or become a monthly ‘BAI
Buddy or call 212-209-2950.
Betty Davis- co producer/cohost -917 603 6160, Ralph
Poynter Producer/Host-917 853 9759”

CALLING ALL NIGHT OWLS & EARLY RISERS TO JOIN HOST KING DOWNING @ 6:00 am (EDT) TO A BIRTHDAY
TRIBUTE FOR GIL SCOTT-HERON ON "GOOD MORNING NUEVA YORK" - WBAI 99.5 FM March 31
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“WAKE UP ON THIS THURSDAY, MARCH 31, 2022 @ 6:00 AM-7:00 AM AND JOIN HOST KING DOWNING & HIS
GUESTS FOR A SPECIAL
BIRTHDAY BROADCAST.
TRIBUTE FOR GIL SCOTTHERON ON "GOOD
MORNING NUEVA YORK" WBAI 99.5 FM”
“With Gil's Music, Family &
Friends: Bilal Sunni Ali,
Martha Sea & Patrica Kelly
Hosted By King Downing:
KING@wbai.org
WBAI Listen Live - 99.5 MHz
FM, New York, United
States ...
onlineradiobox.com/us/wbai
You can listen to WBAI online via the live stream of this radio station at this page of our website.
Or you can download our free app and enjoy them on your mobile device.”
SAVE THE DATE: FRIDAY, APRIL 1, 2022 n' Da Boogie Down BX April 1
“CALLING ALL VETERAN BLACK PANTHERS,
YOUNG LORDS, ELDERS, HIP HOP LEGENDS &
O.G.'S FROM DA' BOOGIE DOWN BX TO SAVE
THIS DATE @ THE NEW GIL SCOTT-HERON
AMPHITHEATER IN THE SOUTH BRONX'S ST.
MARY'S PARK.”
N.Y.C. NEWS MEDIA ADVISORY
What: 1st Annual Gil Scott-Heron Bronx
Community Teach-in & Peace Party
When: Friday April 1, 2022 from 4:00 pm-7:00
pm
Where: The Gil Scott-Heron
Amphitheater located in St. Mary’s Park
146th St. & St. Ann’s Ave. Bronx, New York
Person of Contact:
Martha Sea bcatsea@gmail.com
Bro. Shep (929) 270-9241
Details:
- free event (rain or shine)
- an educational event (no vendors or solicitors)
- bring a cushion or chair for seating or enjoy
natural flat-rock seats of the amphitheater
- bring your own refreshments/snacks (no
alcohol)
- a family friendly event with children's
activities provided by the NYC Parks Department & Betances Community Center
Schedule:
4:00 pm-5:00 pm - DJ Stevie Dee-Bee Plays The Music Of Gil Scott-Heron
5:00 pm-6:00 pm - Program & Tribute To Gil Scott-Heron
6:00 pm-7:00 pm - Gil's 73rd Birthday Celebration Open Poetry Mic
-bring good vibes and come celebrate Gil’s 73rd birthday!
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Our Struggle Is One: Resisting Settler Colonialism on Land Day-The struggle continues: Join the webinar this
Friday April 1

“This year, the commemoration of Land Day comes as the Israeli regime continuously squeezes the Palestinian
people out of their native land in Al-Naqab desert, Jerusalem, Masafer Yatta in the South Hebron Hills, the
Jordan Valley, and beyond—part of an over-70-year history of Israeli settler colonialism. In al-Walaja outside
Jerusalem, 300 Palestinian residents are fighting to remain on their land as the Israeli colonial court prepares to
rule on the demolition of their homes on Land Day, March 30. Meanwhile, the Israeli nature agency has stolen
their natural spring Ein Hanya. This violent dispossession, land theft, and environmental destruction is an
experience shared by land defenders across the globe. We have the right to exist and thrive on the lands we are
rooted in. In this webinar, you’ll hear from activists from Turtle Island to Brazil to Palestine about how they’re
resisting colonial powers and protecting their land. Our interconnected struggles are one in the fight for
collective liberation.
Speakers: Krystal Two Bulls, Director of LANDBACK Campaign, NDN Collective
-Speaker from al-Walaja, Palestine, Daniela González López, coordinator of the Observatorio de los Derechos
Humanos de los Pueblos in Oaxaca, Mexico, Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais Sem Terra (MST) / Brazil’s
Landless Workers’ Movement.” Register here:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_2SRnHEm6RQeEEpnoROajwA
The Black Marxism - The Making of the Black Radical Tradition Study Group Event April 4
“Two elders of the Black radical/Marxist tradition, leaders of the Third World Women's Alliance Rosemary Meali
and Frances Beal, are holding "historic conversation" on the implications of their collective work to the antiimperialist struggles of today. The event is to be held on April 4th from 7 - 9 pm Eastern and requires
registration, here: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83210533980”
Ralph Poynter: What's Happening - BlogTalkRadio Tuesday, April 5, 2022 Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10 pm
ET April 5
“1. NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An
anatomy of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie
Hester Bailey, Gil Obler, Henry Hagin, Dolores Cox
2. UPDATES -- Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb-NYC Jericho
3. Liberation Poetry: Prof. Louis & NZINGA ~ in remembrance of Sister Lynne Stewart”
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#FreeAlexSaab WEBINAR featuring Oscar Lopez Rivera & Camilla Saab April 5
“Tuesday, April 5, at 7 pm EST / 6 pm CST / 4 pm PST.
Alex Saab’s trial starts April 6 in Miami.
This webinar includes the latest updates on the case.
Protests demanding his freedom will take place in Miami,
Boston, New York City, Washington DC, and Chicago.
Presenters: Alfred de Zayas, former rapporteur on
Venezuela for United Nations Human Rights Council,
Suzanne Adely, President of the National Lawyers Guild,
Vanessa Ramos, President of the American Association of
Jurists, Oscar Lopez Rivera, former Puerto Rican political
prisoner and Honorary Chair of the Free Alex Saab
Campaign, Camila Saab, wife of Venezuela diplomat Alex
Saab.”

Register here: https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_4ZXie9kLRRW1c1WrBl-ySw
Live on FB https://www.facebook.com/events/463586142175810/
WHATS HAPPENING- WBAI - 99.5 FM- EVERY WEDNESDAY - 8PM/EST- CALL IN 212-209-2877 April 6
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History of Black Resistance, U.S. Political Prisoners, and Genocide: A Conversation with Jalil Muntaqim
April 6

“History of Black Resistance, U.S. Political Prisoners, and Genocide: A Conversation with Jalil Muntaqim
On April 6, Jalil Muntaqim, previously known as Anthony Bottom, will deliver a talk as an invited guest of a
SUNY Brockport faculty member. Mr. Muntaqim joined the Black Panther Party at age 16 and the Black
Liberation Army at 18. In 1971, he was convicted in the killing of two New York City Police Officers. He spent
nearly 50 years in prison for this crime before being released on parole in 2020.
While in prison, Mr. Muntaqim was an educator, co-founded the Jericho Movement, and initiated the
International Jericho March on Washington (1998) and We Charge Genocide: International Tribunal to the
United Nations (October 2021). He is the author of We Are Our Own Liberators. Mr. Muntaqim is a member of
Citizens Action Network and People Liberation Program (PLP).
This site is intended to provide comprehensive information about how SUNY Brockport is managing this event.
Registration for the virtual-only event is now live.
SUNY Brockport’s Zoom Webinar license has a fixed capacity. Registration is first open to individuals with a
brockport.edu email address. If space permits, registration will open to community members at 5 pm on
Tuesday. PEOPLE CAN NOW REGISTER DESPITE THIS STATEMENT. NYC JERICHO MEMBERS HAVE SUCCESSFULLY
REGISTERED ALREADY!
*Facilitating this virtual event does not imply endorsement by the College in respect to any comments made or
opinions shared by any of the speakers. From the Faculty Member who invited Jalil to speak:
Below is the Zoom link for Jalil's talk. We are limited to 500 seats. Thus, please share widely and register ASAP.
State repression in action...https://brockport-edu.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_9b77oun-RxeQ2nFezubF_g
(This is same as link above).
Rightwing backlash was immediate (and continuing), led by Mrs. Piagentini and The Patrolmen's Benevolent
Association (PBA), as well as various elected officials and the Rochester police: For example, New York Sen.
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Thomas O’Mara tweeted at the university, urging it to cancel Muntaqim’s talk. Another New York senator,
Minority Leader Rob Ortt, wrote to SUNY Brockport criticizing its invitation of Muntaqim. He asked that the
university rescind Muntaqim’s invitation to speak on campus. New York gubernatorial candidate, Rep. Lee
Zeldin, also weighed in, calling SUNY Brockport’s decision to “provide Jalil Muntaqim with a taxpayer funded
platform” “disgraceful” and urging the institution to disinvite Muntaqim.
And Josh Jensen, a New York assemblyman, said the university should disinvite Muntaqim, criticizing his
appearance as “wholly inappropriate.”
Below are some news articles on the controversy:
Parolee who killed 2 NYPD cops speaking as ‘political prisoner' at SUNY event (msn.com)
https://www.foxnews.com/us/suny-brockport-cop-killer-political-prisoner
https://spectrumlocalnews.com/nys/rochester/education/2022/03/15/man-convicted-of-killing-2-nypdofficers-invited-to-speak-at-suny-brockport
https://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/2022/03/16/suny-brockport-facing-opposition-jalilmuntaqim-speaker/7048724001/
https://13wham.com/news/local/suny-brockports-choice-of-speaker-drawing-condemnation
https://www.whec.com/news/fact-check-convicted-cop-killer-to-speak-at-suny-brockport/6418491/
https://www.whec.com/rochester-new-york-news/suny-brockport-convicted-cop-killer-will-not-be-paid-forspeaking-engagement/6420653/
https://geneseesun.com/choice-of-suny-brockport-speaker-raises-ire-controversy/
And here is a favorable article supporting SUNY Brockport:
https://www.thefire.org/suny-brockport-must-not-heed-calls-to-disinvite-former-black-panther-convictedmurderer/
Jalil says we want to thank Brockport President Heidi Macpherson for not backing down, and folks should
respond to the politicians for their right-wing anti-Black position.” Source: Email.
COUNTER PIG: Students & Community Defeat Police Unions Attempts To Silence Him ~ Jalil Muntaqim Will
Speak Tonight @ 6:30 pm (EDT) on the S.U.N.Y. Brockport Campus. April 6
“Students & Community Defeat New York Police Unions. Jalil Muntaqim Will Speak Tonight @ SUNY Brockport!!
Watch it 'Live' Tonight @ 6:30pm (EDT) On The below links. The general public has been banned, only a limited
amount of students will be allowed inside and Bro. Jalil will no longer be paid an honorarium by the University.
But despite a joint campaign by fascist National Police Unions & racist N.Y. Politicians to shut him down;
Veteran Black Panther Party member & former Black Liberation Army Political Prisoner Jalil Muntaqim will be
speaking @ 6:30 pm (EDT) on the college campus of SUNY Brockport and here below are (2) separate Zoom
Links:
1. Click Below @ 6:30 pm (EDT) https://brockport-edu.zoom.us/w/89041170500?tk=Ygl21QLqGk_
iwdKpHgSh24I7J34Q5WE3QrrEbfphkeQ.DQMAAAAUu0RwRBY1R1U0TVBLdFJyeXd0OGpTWjNzbTVRAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA&uuid=WN_9b77oun-RxeQ2nFezubF_g
2. Join from PC, Mac, iPad, or Android @ 6:30 pm (EDT): Join Webinar. If the button above does not work,
paste this into your browser: https://brockport-edu.zoom.us/w/89041170500?tk=_ootCwsVZB_xnTPhSdPLmG6mxDqXKsOr1wT0PVU070.DQMAAAAUu0RwRBYtVF8yOTJvZlNYeUVaT3ItZV9QbHVnAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA&uuid=WN_9b77oun-RxeQ2nFezubF_g” Source: Email.
Dhoruba Bin Wahad: Former Black Panther & Political Prisoner + Sale of Books about Communism Continues
at LeftWingBooks.net April 7
“Dhoruba Bin Wahad was a leading member of the New York Black Panther Party, a Field Secretary of the BPP
responsible for organizing chapters throughout the East Coast, and a member of the Panther 21. Arrested in
June 1971, he was framed as part of the illegal FBI Counter Intelligence Program (COINTELPRO) and subjected
to unfair treatment and torture during his nineteen years in prison. During Dhoruba’s incarceration, litigation on
his behalf produced over 300,000 pages of COINTELPRO documentation, and upon release in 1990 he was able
to bring a successful lawsuit against the New York Department of Corrections for their criminal activities. Living
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in both Ghana and the U.S., Dhoruba continues to write and work promoting Pan Africanism, an
uncompromising critique of imperialism and capitalism, and freedom for all political prisoners.
Dhoruba has been diagnosed with Stage 4 cancer. If you are able, please donate to this GoFundMe to help with
his medical care: https://www.gofundme.com/f/qd8dz-dhoruba-bin-wahad-medical-fund Political Writings of
Dhoruba Bin Wahad: https://www.leftwingbooks.net/book/content/political-writings-dhoruba-bin-wahad-enfran%C3%A7ais-anglais-et-allemand Dhoruba's website is here: https://www.dhorubabinwahad.com/.” Source:
Email.
Dispatches from the Struggle April 7

“Join Dispatches from the Struggle in welcoming Leena Al-Arian and Daniel McGowan to discuss Political
Prisoner Solidarity! April 7th-6pm. https://bit.ly/Dispatches_PoliticalPrisoners. Leena Al-Arian and Daniel
McGowan will bring their decades of experience to engage in dialogue on their intersecting and collaborative
work defending the civil liberties and freedoms and advocating for the rights of political prisoners, with
moderator Jamila Hammami.
Follow & learn more about Leena & CCF:
https://www.twitter.com/leenathearian/ https://www.patreon.com/civilfreedoms/
https://www.linktr.ee/civilfreedoms/
Follow & learn more about Daniel:
https://www.linktr.ee/tinyraccoon/ https://www.patreon.com/thetinyraccoon/
https://www.linktr.ee/tinyraccoon/
Register on Zoom: https://bit.ly/Dispatches_PoliticalPrisoners.”
Fight the ADL (Anti-Defamation League) - 4/8 webinar April 8
“Join us next Friday, April 8,
at 12 pm PT/3 pm ET at a
#DroptheADL webinar to
discuss the ways the ADL
has—since its inception—
undermined racial and
social justice movements
and communities, and how
we can participate in
#DroptheADL organizing in
our schools and
communities. Sponsored
by: #DroptheADL Coalition.
About our speakers: Robin
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D.G. Kelley has spent decades as an activist and scholar exploring the history of social movements in the U.S.
and internationally. Among his many published essays and books are Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical
Imagination and Race Rebels: Culture, Politics, and the Black Working Class. Prof. Kelley is Distinguished
Professor and Gary B. Nash Endowed Chair in U.S. History at UCLA.
Lara Kiswani is the executive director of the Arab Resource & Organizing Center and a faculty member in the
College of Ethnic Studies at San Francisco State University.
Emmaia Gelman is an American Studies scholar writing a political history of the ADL, and a queer antiracist in
NYC. Lesley Williams is a member of the Jewish Voice for Peace Action board and is an activist and educator
against racism, Islamophobia, and anti-Palestinian racism.” Register here:
https://act.jewishvoiceforpeace.org/a/2022-04-adl-not-civil-rights
BLACK IS BACK COALITION 6TH ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN SCHOOL: The Ballot and the Bullet: Electoral Campaign
School April 9 & 10
“Beyond the colonizers' coup to African selfdetermination. Learn how to run for office with a
black self-determination agenda. -This is the
scenario that contextualizes and informs the Black is
Back Coalition’s April 9-10 Electoral Campaign
school.”
“As the chief hegemon of a faltering world system of
oppression that was founded on and is sustained by
African subjugation, the U.S. is attempting to use its
Ukrainian war against Russia as a means of uniting
the politically fractured colonial population of the
U.S. in support of a broken U.S. presidency. Within
the U.S. the war is also an attempt to confer
legitimacy upon a system that has experienced a
near-coup on January 19, 2021. Indeed, a majority
of the white, that is to say, colonizer, population
actually believe the current U.S. head of state is
illegitimate. Rumors of a likely coup within the U.S.
depending on the outcome of the 2024 presidential
election are being floated by retired generals and
unidentified sources within the U.S. security
apparatus. Moreover, there is a near subterranean
movement by whites organizing to win electoral
power in cities and counties that can make the
difference in close elections by affecting voting rules
regarding registration legitimacy and polling
locations to the disadvantage of African people.
Additionally, legislatures are changing laws in several U.S. states to prevent full participation by African people
in elections and the U.S. Supreme Court is refusing to uphold features of the voting rights act of 1965 that
claimed to guarantee participation by Africans in the electoral process. This is the scenario that contextualizes
and informs the Black is Back Coalition’s April 9-10 Electoral Campaign school. Register here:
eventbrite.com/e/the-ballot-and-the-bullet-electoral-campaign-school-tickets-298310774557.” Source: Email.
Against All Capitalist Wars! April 10
“WHAT: March & Teach-in WHEN: 5:00pm, Sunday, April 10th WHERE: Central Park-89 East 42nd Street entrance
COST: FREE (RSVP at tockify.com/mlsupport/detail/325/1649624400000)
In response to the Zapatistas' call "for mass protests and solidarity gatherings against ALL CAPITALIST
WARS," Metropolitan Anarchist Coordinating Council (MACC NYC) invite people to gather on April 10,
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2022 for a march and political education at key sites of capitalism & imperialism in New York City,
Lenapehoking, starting at 5 pm at 42nd Street and Park Avenue in front of Grand Central Station.
We will close the tour with a screening by Cine Movil at 7 pm. Location to be announced. Please RSVP for
Accessibility.
+ Language access: This program is being prepared in English, however, if you are deaf or hard of hearing
and need an ASL interpreter to be present, or, if you need written materials to be translated, please contact
us by Thursday at 5 pm. This RSVP form will close at that time.
+ Seating for the screening: Please bring your own seating for the screening, but if you need a chair for the
screening, please tell us in the RSVP form and we will confirm if we have a chair available by April 9th.” See
https://nycabc.files.wordpress.com/2022/04/updates-5-apr-2022.pdf
Ralph Poynter: What's Happening - BlogTalkRadio Tuesday, April 12, 2022 Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10 pm
ET April 12
“TODAY'S TOPIC: Sharpton & Obama represent ENSLAVEMENT to the Democratic Party FOREVER, with NO
POLICY CHANGES
1. NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An anatomy
of the American CapitalistSystem: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie Hester
Bailey, Gil Obler, Henry Hagin, Dolores Cox
2. UPDATES -- Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb-NYC Jericho
3. LIBERATION POETRY: Prof. Louis & NZINGA ~ in remembrance of Sister Lynne Stewart”
FREE FILM SCREENING OF "EVERY MOTHERS SON" TOMORROW... DURING THE ANTI-BRUTALITY &
COMMUNITY CONTROL OVER THE POLICE WORKSHOP @ "THE PEOPLES CHURCH" ~ DOORS OPEN @ 5:30 PM
April 13
“Mandatory Registration & Orientation Class Begins On:
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 2022 @ Harlem's Legendary
F.S.U.M.C. "The Peoples Church"1791 Lexington
Avenue/E.111th Street (refreshments served at 5:30 pm
~ take local #6 train E. 110th Street Stop) Film Screening
Starts @ 6:00 pm - SHARP! *PLEASE RSVP SO WE CAN
PROVIDE ENOUGH REFRESHMENTS & MATERIALS AT:
Panthershepcat@aol.com &
werelbarrio@werelbarrio.com,
A Free (14) Week Learn & Teach Workshop On How To:
- survive police encounters
- know your civil & human rights
- exercise legal first aid
- use court room etiquette
- start cop watch patrols
- learn self-defense, un-arrest & weapon disarming
- enact first response & security zones
- organize protest marches, rallies & actions
- create a pro-active neighborhood structure
- build a campaign for decentralization & community
control
Co-Facilitated By:
Veteran Black Panther "Bro. Shep", King Downing Esq.,
Dr. Shaka Zulu. Organized By: NYC Community Survival
Program & The Peoples Church.” Source: email.
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Palestine Prisoners Day - April 17 - by Art Against Imprisonment April 17

“Art Against Imprisonment is hosting this event to mark Palestinian Prisoners Day, April 17th 2022. Palestinians
have commemorated April 17th since 1974 as a national tribute to prisoners and their sacrifices, a call to unify
the efforts to support them and their right to freedom, and a call for solidarity with their families. This year we
uplift the daring Great Escape of six Palestinian prisoners from the maximum security Gilboa prison on
September 6th, 2021. We also mark the courageous collective boycott of Israeli military courts by Palestinian
administrative detainees since January 1, 2022, now in its fourth month.
Art Against Imprisonment shines a light on the creativity which people in prison use to break through
repression, isolation and invisibility. For Palestinian Prisoners Day 2022, we are proud to host Palestinian former
prisoners and artists to celebrate steadfast resistance against imprisonment, occupation, and settler colonialism.
Featuring -Rana Bishara - Palestinian installation artist, painter, graphic artist, photographer and performing
artist, based in Palestine Mustafa Sheta - Palestinian former political prisoner and General Director Jenin
Freedom Theater, based in Palestine, Clarissa Bitar - Palestinian oud musician and composer, based in the U.S.,
Chris Gazaleh - Palestinian visual artist, musician, writer, organizer and educator, based in the U.S. Sunday April
17 - 10 am PDT, 1 PM EDT, 8:00 pm Palestine. REGISTER FOR THE EVENT here:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_s3GuI0TcQImvzkch01ljHg”
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USA v Jessica Reznicek: fighting the criminalization of Water Protectors April 19
“April 19th marks Jessica’s 250th
day of being locked up and
separated from the people and
places she loves. To punish Jessica
for protecting our waterways and
the climate, the federal
government has walled Jessica off
from the wind, the rain, the rivers,
the sun, and all of us. To mark this
day, show solidarity, and explain
the significance of her case we will
be hosting a webinar that we
encourage you all to attend.
The webinar, USA v Jessica
Reznicek: fighting the
criminalization of water protectors,
will highlight the people fighting
back against the criminalization of
climate action in the United States.
Since the No-DAPL movement,
dozens of states have passed
critical infrastructure laws that
increase criminal penalties for
anyone taking action against
destructive fossil fuel projects. In
2017, 80 Republicans and 4
Democrats asked the Justice
Department to prosecute Jessica
Reznick and the valve turners as
terrorists. Last year, the justice
department answered the call and
applied a terrorism enhancement
to Jessica’s case, doubling her sentence.
The Speakers will include:
Cherri Foytlin and Cindy Spoon from the L’eau Est La Vie Camp who will share about their federal lawsuit against
the critical infrastructure bill in Louisiana. Nizhóní Begay Diné/Quechua Communications Coordinator & Jaden
Cowboy Diné/Nahiłii Community Legal Liaison of the Water Protector Legal Collective who will speak about the
criminalization of water protectors since NoDAPL and beyond. WPLC has also filed a Amicus brief in support of
Jessica's appeal. Alex Marquardt an attorney form the Climate Defense Project on the abuse of the terrorism
enhancement and their Amicus brief in support of Jessica’s appeal. Bill Quigley, longtime attorney for Jessica
Reznicek. Monty Hollywood from our team, The Campaign to Free Jessica Reznicek! Secure your spot by
registering for the webinar!” See https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEpduCsrz0uG91c7n1QEv96jpmCbn3tDmI
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WBAL 99.5 FM RADIO - What's Happening--April 20, 2022 PROGRAM---COINTELPRO April 20
“On WBAI Pacifica Radio 99.5fm, Wednesday, APRIL 20, 2022 @ 8pm ET. SPECIAL GUESTS--CLEO SILVERS &
JALIL MUNTAQIM. Call in @212- 209 -2877”

The Diaspora Speaks: What is Happening in Puerto Rico? April 23
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The 400 Year Holocaust April 23
“Dante D. King author of The 400-Year Holocaust: White America’s Legal, Psychopathic, and Sociopathic Black
Genocide - and the Revolt Against Critical Race Theory examines and discusses factions of the legal history of
anti-blackness and Whiteness through colonialism and the United States, and its impacts on present-day
American. Saturday, April 23, 2022, 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM, Online event.” See
https://oaklandlibrary.bibliocommons.com/events/6221018ad705fa3600df42df
#LoveNotPhear for Mumia's Birthday, April 24th in California April 24
“Please join our Wednesday zoom meetings to show love for our political prisoner Mumia. (Contact me if you
don't have a zoom link). There are many ways for us to join together in UMOJA. Please feel free to give reports
at the national meetings so that we can assure all are on deck together, knowing that one hand knows what the
other is doing. The biggest momentum is that we have Jamal in our state to support these efforts and we know
that the crises around the world prove we must show love to get our brother free now. Here are some
highlights of what we are doing for Mumia in the Bay Area:
1.) Keeping together in a national weekly Wednesday meeting. Please complete Intake Form if haven’t already.
So that #LoveNotPhear national gets your info if you are supporting.
2.) Happy April 24th Mumia's Birthday Party so here are some of the things we will be working on. For all
those that made a commitment to help while Jamal visited, please contact me if you will still be engaging in this
very important Bay Area event for the campaign #LoveNotPhear:
a.) Mumia’s College: University of California at Santa Cruz will be having something (Jamal please give info to
this event)
b.) Bay Area concert for Mumia: We are looking for a venue to mirror the Boston, Ma. event here in the Bay
3.) We will also be doing some virtual video for campuses, and in-person teach-ins to a few schools (we want
the committee to come together.) Now, if you have ideas, suggestions, concerns, and more importantly "hands"
we could use our collective bodies to do this. I am willing to meet in your neighborhood, at your coffee shop or
bar to discuss with you your participation, if that works better. Hit me up 707-857-6455.
Free them all! Aleta Alston-Toure', Parable of the Sower Intentional Community Cooperative, YaYa & Justice's
mama.”
Teach the Black Freedom Struggle April 25

“On Monday, April 25, 2022, author and teacher Johanna Fernández will speak about the history of the Young
Lords, the Puerto Rican counterpart of the Black Panther Party. The dialogue will highlight the multiracial
dimensions, innovative urban strategies, and global solidarities of the Black Freedom Struggle. Johanna
Fernández is associate professor of History at Baruch College of the City University of New York. She is the
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author of The Young Lords: A Radical History and the editor of Writing on the Wall: Selected Prison Writings of
Mumia Abu-Jamal. With Mumia Abu-Jamal, she co-edited a special issue of the journal Socialism and
Democracy, titled The Roots of Mass Incarceration in the U.S.: Locking Up Black Dissidents and Punishing the
Poor. Fernández will be in conversation with Rethinking Schools editor and high school teacher Jesse Hagopian.”
See https://www.zinnedproject.org/news/johanna-fernandez-young-lords/ and register here:
https://www.zinnedproject.org/register-teach-black-freedom-struggle-online-classes/
Join MECA's Ride for Palestine - July 17th, 2022

“We are very excited to officially announce that the Middle East Children's Alliance's first annual Ride for
Palestine will be happening on Sunday, July 17th, 2022 in Berkeley, CA! Ride for Palestine will be a day of fun,
solidarity, and celebration to support Palestinian children. Ride with us and help raise funds to protect the lives,
rights, and well-being of children in Palestine and the refugee camps in Lebanon. The 11-mile scenic Ride for
Palestine is designed to be enjoyable for cyclists of all skill levels. The post-Ride celebration will include
delicious Palestinian food, music, and more. Participate in person by joining our ride in Berkeley or virtually by
organizing your own fitness challenge in your hometown! Get $10 off registration with promo code 'EARLY'
before March 15th! Ride for solidarity. Ride for Palestinian children. Ride for fun and community.
More info available at RideforPalestine.com”
NOW BOOKING! BLACK PANTHER ALUMNI LEGACY CITY WALKING TOUR (Ongoing)
“BLACK PANTHER ALUMNI LEGACY CITY
WALKING TOUR. Meet original members
of the Black Panther Party & walk with
them through the historical sites in the
birthplace of the Party, Oakland CA. Listen
to their stories and learn the truths behind
the world's most famous revolutionary
organization for the liberation of Black and
oppressed communities. Book a Tour Now
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/blackpanther-party-legacy-city-tour-tickets160249200673”
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“Organizing and Rebuilding African Working Class through Pan-Africanism and Socialism, a Collection of
Essays” by Abdul Jabbar Caliph; Edited by Tomiko Shine. (Ongoing)

Order your Book Now! Email: abduljabbaressays@gmail.com
FB: https://www.facebook.com/booksforthemovement
Cost: $20 book, $5 Shipping
OSO Blanco 4 pack greeting cards 100% native art C.A.P (children’s art project) proceeds go to the children of
Chiapas in the Zapatista zone-ETSY (Ongoing)
“Oso Blanco CAP project
featuring 100% native art by
enrolled native tribal members
to benefit children of Chiapas in
the Zapatista zone. Oso Blanco
is a citizen of the Cherokee
nation. 4-pack of greeting cards
made by political prisoner,
activist and artist Oso Blanco
includes the following 4 designs
in 5"x7" with white envelopes:
Hummingbird: Hummingbird
and sun pacific northwest style
Washington state area... this is
to honor my friend Moses from
Tullulip nation, in Washington
state. They carve totum poles.
they are fishermen. Four
directions: Earth fire wind
water with water spider mother
was done to honor mother earth's defenders, Earth First!ers and tree-sit warriors worldwide.
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Coiled serpent: It looks like a Serpent in a round symbol over the top of an ancient Cherokee town in the
southeast woods with pine trees.. its red... round... he came down in ancient times to teach Cherokees the
sacred knowledge, and how not to lose it. KOKOPELLI, Spirit of fertility: Kokopelli, ancient spirit, playing flute
notes of his song go into the clouds everywhere he travels he leaves flowers behind, in his steps in my view of
him he is petroglyphic all over the southwest on rocks out in the desert. THANKS TO TEAM GADUGI FOR THE
ART AT THE MONUMENT TO THE DRAGGING CANOE WARRIORS IN CHATTANOOGA TN, Cherokee art ... Byron
Shane Chubbuck OB/Oso Blanco, Cherokee Nation Citizen. See Etsy page to purchase”

News, Articles, and Updates
(Political Prisoner Specific)
Eric King Trial Court Report- March 15, 2022 (Day 2)
“8:30 AM (Before the jury entered the Chamber). Day two started with some highly disconcerting news.
Yesterday, while Mr. King was in court, unbeknownst to him or his counsel, his cell was emptied of all his
belongings, including a bevy of attorney/client privileged documents. The obvious concern here is that the B.O.P.
had taken control of sensitive documents without any oversight, and if they chose to do so, there is no telling
who previewed and potentially copied these documents. This potentially corrupt action could easily tip the
hand of defense strategy in this important case.
Based on the fact that this case is primarily about B.O.P lies, the idea that B.O.P officials had custody of Mr.
Kings privileged documents all day and did not violate the defense’s privacy is a difficult pill to swallow. Mr. King
was then notified he would be moved in the middle of his trial from FCI Englewood to FDC Englewood, an
entirely different prison with different guards and procedures. This move could easily be perceived as punitive
or retaliatory, as a disruption at such a critical time could easily upset any individual who is incarcerated and
accustomed to their routine as well as staff attached to their current housing.
The attorneys for the government, the Marshals, and all other officers of the court claimed to have no prior
knowledge of this action taken by the Bureau of Prisons. The government claimed Mr. King's property was only
taken for 15 minutes where Mr. King shared that it had been missing for 2.5 hours. (This made it impossible for
him to prepare adequately for today’s hearing. His documents and belongings were actually taken in the
morning and held ALL DAY). Despite the fact the Judge explicitly said Mr. King had done nothing to deserve this
transfer, he then allowed Mr. King to be moved this evening to FDC Englewood based on the belief that it would
be a similar level of surveillance and conditions. Several years ago, Judge Martinez had explicitly ordered Mr.
King to not be subjected to further diesel therapy by the B.O.P. This entire event was understandably upsetting
for Mr. King.
Ms. Regan, Mr. King’s lead defense attorney, asked for an evidentiary hearing to bring all B.O.P. officials to
testify under oath that Mr. King's documents were not viewed, shared, or copied. She also asked for
photographic evidence of Mr. King's new conditions of confinement. She was denied on both requests.
The two main government witnesses today used conveniently fuzzy recollections to cover up the obvious
inconsistency in their testimony. Ms. Regan cross examined Lt. Wilcox while Ms. Alvarez handled Lt. Kammrad.
Some of the inconsistencies included where Lt. Kammrad was located when Mr. King was brought into the
storage closet before the assault occurred, who did the medical photography of Wilcox’s hands, timeline
inconsistencies etc. It has become clear that the government’s case will largely try to obscure the truth through
heavy coaching as well as an incredible loss of memory when examined by the defense attorneys. Tomorrow,
we expect to be another long day of testimony for both sides, though Judge Martinez has consistently tried to
keep this trial on track for the scheduled timeline and 5 day trial.
Please join us tomorrow for court. The public access telephone number is: 877-336-1828 and enter access
code 9449909#. Read details about the trial at https://cldc.org/king-trial-decorum.
The Civil Liberties Defense Center is representing Eric pro-bono & there are significant costs associated with
bringing a case to trial. Please donate at https://cldc.org/donate/ and put ‘For Eric King Legal Defense’ in the
notes.” Source: Email.
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Eric King trial court report- March 16, 2022 (Day 3)
“Day 3: An update on Eric’s movements.
Defense attorneys Sarah Alvarez and Sandra Freeman went to visit Mr. King last night only to find him in an
alternate location from where the government said he would be. This cut into attorney/client visitation time in
a furtherance of the B.O.P. and the FCI Warden’s frustrating and suspicious actions against Eric. On who’s actual
directive this harassment has been taken is hard to say. Mr. King’s defense team has still not received an
inventoried list of Mr. King’s possessions nor documents making it impossible to see how, if any, of the items
taken had been mishandled. The government has still not been able to articulate any type of security threat
either from or against Mr. King to justify his movements to an empty range in the SHU facility for the remainder
of the trial.
Prosecution called Nurse Practitioner Farboni in the first half of proceedings today. Farboni is the RN that gave
Mr. King his ‘medical assessment’ after experiencing the unprovoked attack by Lt. Wilcox. Farboni was skillfully
crossed by defense team member Sandra Freeman. Through sharp and steady questioning, they were able to
show the shockingly inept and incomplete assessment performed by Nurse Farboni. Over three minutes of
audio/video evidence was shown to the jury explicitly showing Mr. King complaining of a pain level of 7/10 on
his temple as well as other points of pain around his face and wrists. Nurse Farboni did not address a single one
of Mr. Kings complaints nor did she question any of his injuries. Her 3 minute assessment came off as willfully
negligent at best.
In a very long awaited and anticipated moment, Mr. King finally took the stand on his own behalf with lead
attorney Lauren Regan conducting the direct examination. Ms. Regan opened the line of questioning by asking
Mr. King about his history as a boxer when he was a young man. Eric spoke well of the discipline and selfrespect this training brought to his youth. It also explained why Mr. King was able to so skillfully defend himself
against Lt. Wilcox’s attack. During Mr. Kings testimony the jury was leaning forward and paying close attention
to Eric’s words, his language offered a welcome respite from the parade of “I don’t recall” parroted by all the
BOP employees who have taken the stand to this point. Mr. King spoke about the hardship of staying positive on
the inside, “Being in prison sucks, it’s not like normal life, It’s dark. It’s built around violence.” Eric then spoke
about all the ways he has made an effort to do good time, teaching yoga and spending time in the law library
and chapel. Mr. King lit up when he spoke about getting out, becoming a welder and reuniting with his beloved
family.
The questioning from Ms. Regan then turned to the day this case is centered around: August 17, 2018. Mr. King
described how after a lockdown that resulted from a separate physical interaction between a prisoner and a
prison guard, he had reached out to his wife and shared with her the news of the altercation. Ms. Regan asked
Mr. King about the purpose behind the email written to his wife, the same email that inflamed Lt. Wilcox and
led to the unprovoked attack. Mr. King calmly described that his wife was recovering from surgery and the
purpose of this email was to stay connected, brighten her day, and make her laugh. Ms. Regan asked Eric, “Are
you aware your emails are monitored?” Eric answered with an unequivocal yes.
After writing the above-described email to his wife, Mr. King was summoned to the Lt.’s Office for what
remained an unknown reason at this moment. After arriving, Mr. King described in perfect uncoached detail
how the attack on him unfolded in the storage closet attached to the Lt.’s office hallway. In testimony that
disputed the mish-mash of different scenarios offered by the string of prison guards offered up in this case, Eric
explained how he was led into the storage closet and left alone by Lt. Kammrad on Lt. Wilcox’s demand. Once
alone, Lt. Wilcox began to berate Mr. King before eventually losing his cool and attacking Mr. King unprovoked.
Lt. Wilcox exclaimed “You’re a bitch, You’re a punk,” before shoving Mr. King and striking him twice. Mr. King
then calmly explained how he skillfully defended himself with 3 quick punches before putting his hands on top
of his head and becoming passive as other guards rushed in. The clarity of his testimony was very believable
and had the jury listening intently.
Please join us tomorrow for court for the last day of the trial. Court will commence with the continuation of Eric
King’s cross examination. The public access telephone number is: 877-336-1828 and access code 9449909#
Read details about the trial and the trial decorum order at https://cldc.org/king-trial-decorum
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The Civil Liberties Defense Center is representing Eric pro-bono & there are significant costs associated with
bringing a case to trial. Please donate at https://cldc.org/donate/ and put ‘For Eric King Legal Defense’ in the
notes.” Source: Email.
Imprisoned Anti-Racist Activist Eric King Acquitted of New Charges! March 18
“On March 18th, a jury acquitted anti-racist and anti-fascist political prisoner Eric King on the count of
“assaulting” an officer. CLDC is overjoyed at the return of a not guilty verdict from the jury. After hearing hours
of compelling testimony from King himself, the jurors were rightly convinced of his constitutionally protected
rights to defend himself against threat of death or bodily injury, even when that threat came from a corrections
officer at the Bureau of Prisons.
This victory belongs not only to King, but to his family, community of supporters, and most importantly to all
those who have fallen victim to the horrific abuses and torture the Bureau of Prisons metes out on a daily basis
in facilities across the country.
CLDC executive director, Lauren Regan was thrilled with the verdict, stating “on behalf of the entire CLDC team,
we are thankful for the trust and friendship that Eric King shared with us and we feel fortunate for the privilege
to defend him and to work with his family and community in order to bring justice to light within the confines
of the federal Bureau of Prisons. This was a long and arduous battle against State power, and we are
appreciative for the jury’s earnest deliberation.”
When King made the decision to fight back against these trumped-up charges of assault brought against him,
he made the choice to extend the same values of anti-racism and anti-fascism that moved him to act in 2014 in
solidarity with the uprisings in Ferguson, Missouri. This case was fought not only with the goal of returning King
home to his family without any additional years of his life being stolen away, but with the goal of holding the
BOP accountable in order to make that place survivable for others by at least shedding light on the secretive
system of racism and abuse that has been running rampant within the BOP.
This outcome is even more momentous given the government’s fierce opposition to King’s courageous efforts
to tell the world about his plight and that of others held in custody.
Despite this victory, the obstacles he continues to face are immense. The BOP and the U.S. Government
continue to hold him in some of the most inhumane conditions throughout the system, with only 40 federal
prisoners held in solitary confinement for more than a year (Eric King has been held in solitary for more than
three years).
CLDC will continue to fight alongside Eric King for justice for himself and others. In May 2021 we filed a federal
civil rights lawsuit on King’s behalf under Bivens v. Six Unnamed Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
403 U.S. 388 (1971), the Federal Tort Claims Act, and the Administrative Procedure Act, against the Federal
Bureau of Prisons (BOP) and numerous correctional officers and BOP staff. The complaint alleges that BOP
officers have collaborated with each other, and with white supremacist prisoners, to target, harass, and assault
King. “The truth prevailed today,” said Lauren Regan. We are heartened by the continued resilience and
strength of King’s certitude. He is scheduled for release in 2023 and will continue to rely upon outside
supporters to make it through. You can learn more about how to directly support him during his remaining
sentence by visiting supportericking.org.” Source: Email.
MIT-Educated Dr Aafia Siddiqui Continues To Languish Under Incarceration March 27
“In the Land of the Free, there is an ‘anomaly,’ a political prisoner – a
Pakistani national Dr Aafia Siddiqui. She was kidnapped from the
streets of Karachi with her children and sold to the USA in 2003. Dr
Siddiqui was subject to rendition to Bagram, Afghanistan, where –
her sister alleges – she was tortured and raped. Dr Siddiqui turned
fifty on 02 March this year. The detention of Dr Siddiqui is a political
issue which needs a political solution, but Pakistan has not played its
role in proactively solving this issue. Pakistan lost the opportunity to
bring Dr Aafia Siddiqui home when it could have traded her for the
US double murderer Raymond Davis who had been apprehended in
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Pakistan. But instead, Pakistan simply returned Davis to the USA. This month, by way of contrast, the UK
secured the release of two British Iranians who were held by Tehran. The British traded up an old debt owed to
the Iranian Government – funds amounting to just over $500 million – and the release of one Iranian prisoner
from Britain. Pakistan’s government, therefore, needs to explore more vigorously the possibilities to free Dr
Aafia Siddiqui from the clutches of the USA.” See thefridaytimes.com
Eric King Abruptly Transferred to higher security prison. March 31
“11 days after Eric was acquitted by a federal trial, the BOP decided to move him from indefinite segregation in
a low security prison, to indefinite segregation in a high security prison. His security level is medium. However,
the Bureau of Prisons gave him an internal write-up on the assault in the closet Eric was recently acquitted for,
and gave him something called a management variable. This means BOP can place him in max custody no
matter how low his actual designation level is.
Eric just went to federal trial; he was found innocent and to have been defending himself against lieutenant
Wilcox. However, the BOP has decided to use their own discipline system to punish him for what happened in
the closet. Every facility Eric has been to the last 4 years has orchestrated or attempted to orchestrate an attack
on him. They repeatedly told him at Englewood where he ends up will be determined by the trial verdict.
This was Eric’s worst case scenario. Eric is terrified. He was told by staff at USP Lee he would be hurt in 2019.
Now, he will be going straight to segregation in USP Lee. He will be getting virtually no mail. He is worried if
something happens to him he won’t even be able to let people know. He will have no magazines, no books, no
commissary, no calls, no mail.
If the BOP thinks he is such a risk to security, they can send him to one of the prisons that is equipped to handle
the problem they say he is. Send him to the CMU? Send him to the ADX? Better yet, let him just finish his time
at a medium security prison as his points indicate. Without a management variable based on an incident he was
acquitted for.
Let him finish his time and go home to his family. This is what is happening to Eric after his victory.
He is currently held in a transfer facility awaiting pickup.
Right now send emails to the support email (Eksupportcrew(at)protonmail.com) with easily printable articles.
World cup updates, boxing, Manchester United, space, science, animals, politics, dad jokes and memes. Long
things to read. PDFs, articles in an easy printing format preferably. These will give him something to read where
they want him to go.
And PLEASE if you have a relationship with your senator (the BOP has to respond to senate inquiry) have a
conversation with them. Ask them to step in and help get rid of this maximum management variable for a crime
he was acquitted for. Don't let the BOP hurt him again.” See https://supportericking.org
A statement from the family and friends of Eddie Conway April 11
“Greetings Friends and Comrades, We write to you today to ask for your prayers and support for our beloved
Marshall “Eddie” Conway, who has fallen ill over the past few weeks. Eddie is currently hospitalized and will
need long term care and support for his healing and recovery. We are reaching out to the vast community of
folks who love Eddie to ask that you send prayers for his swift and total recovery. We know Eddie will pull
through this as he has with many other challenges in his life thanks to the ancestors, family and community.
We ask that you please respect his immediate family’s need for space at this time to tend to Eddie’s care. Please
reach out to Erica Woodland at ewoodland@gmail.com if you have questions or additional offerings of support.
All Power To The People!” See https://therealnews.com/a-statement-from-the-family-and-friends-of-eddieconway

(General)
Parents decry “humiliating” Texas probes: Judge temporarily blocks Texas investigations into families of trans
kids March 11
“District Judge Amy Clark Meachum said the governor’s directive for the state child welfare agency to
investigate parents who provide gender-affirming care to their children was “beyond the scope of his authority
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and unconstitutional.” The statewide injunction will remain in effect until the case is heard in July…” See
https://www.texastribune.org/2022/03/11/transgender-texas-court-hearing/
'Cultural rot:' U.S. Congressional team tours Dublin prison after sex scandal widens March 14
“A trio of Congressional leaders on Monday toured a federal Dublin prison embroiled in a national scandal after
four correctional officers – including the former warden – were charged with sex crimes and one of the
formerly incarcerated women is now alleging that one of guards preyed on her by digging into her confidential
files, too. U.S. Congress members Eric Swalwell, Jackie Speier and Karen Bass – all Democrats from California –
got a private walk-through of the federal all-women's prison, located next to Santa Rita Jail, about 40 miles east
of San Francisco. They wanted to see for themselves what is going on…” See ktvu.com
Schools Superintendent Apologizes as Parents Slam Horrifying ‘Slave Auction’ March 15
“SHAMEFUL-Parents said that one Black student was “sold” for $350.” A North Carolina schools superintendent
apologized Monday after Black students were “sold” by classmates in a mock “slave auction.” “I want to offer an
apology…to every single student who has ever felt unsafe while in our care, to every student who has ever felt
demeaned, disrespected or marginalized because of their race, ethnicity, sex, gender, religion or disability,”
Chatham School District Superintendent Anthony Jackson said at a Monday night board meeting. “In Chatham
County schools, we proudly boast that diversity is our strength, and moving forward it will be our intentional
focus to ensure that this celebration includes everyone.” More than a week after a parent complained about
Black students at J.S. Waters School being subjected to a “slave auction,” the Chatham County School Board
unanimously approved the superintendent’s policy changes for the district in hopes of preventing similar racist
incidents from happening in the future..” See https://www.thedailybeast.com/north-carolina-schoolssuperintendent-apologizes-as-parents-slam-horrifying-js-waters-slave-auction
Statement of the Black Alliance for Peace Haiti/Americas Committee: IN SOLIDARITY WITH HAITIAN
WORKERS AND MIGRANTS March 15
“The Black Alliance for Peace (BAP) declares its support for garment workers in Haiti and stands with the
Haitian people who, migrating from the country for economic or political reasons, have faced racism, hostility,
and terror abroad. We also condemn the neo-colonial political economic policies of the U.S. government, its
international allies, and the multinational corporations who have created Haiti’s imperial crisis by continuing to
undermine the sovereignty and independence of the Haitian people.
Early in the year, garment workers launched protests at the Caracol Industrial Park in Haiti’s northeast region.
These protests have since spread to Port-au-Prince. The workers—mostly women—have demanded wage
increases and decried the dehumanizing and demeaning sweatshops in which they are employed. Their
demands have been blocked by the U.S. government and by those foreign corporations, including Hanes, New
Balance, Champion, Gilden Activewear, Gap, and Walmart, which have profited from a decades-long history of
Haitian labor exploitation and wage suppression. With wages at a criminally-low figure of under $5 per day, the
workers are demanding an increase to $15 per day.
At the same time, thousands of Haitian people continue to abandon their homes and flee their country for
economic and political reasons. Their journeys abroad are uncertain and perilous and their encounters with
foreign governments have been punitive and hostile. Only last week, a boat carrying more than 300 Haitians
capsized off the coast of Florida. In Mexico, Haitian migrants confront daily the racism of immigration agents
and the National Guard and thousands of Haitians have been illegally incarcerated in Tapachula in what some
have described as concentration camps. The Dominican Republic, with help from the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security, is militarizing its border with Haiti, beginning construction on a planned 164-kilometer long
wall with 70 watchtowers and 41 access points. Dominican President Luis Abinader has called it an “intelligent
fence”: It will use radars, drones, movement sensors, cameras and, of course, well-armed border patrol agents
to prevent Haitian migration.
Meanwhile, the Biden administration deports Haitian asylum seekers at a record pace. Biden has continued the
use of Trump-era policies including “Remain in Mexico” and “Title 42” to deny asylum seekers the right to due
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process and safety. More than 20,000 Haitians have been deported within Biden’s first year in office, a number
greater than the record of the previous three presidents combined.
It goes without saying that the treatment of Haitian people provides a stark, racial contrast with that of
Ukrainian refugees. While Biden has told Haitians, “Don't come over,” he has welcomed Ukrainians “with open
arms.”
For the Black Alliance for Peace, imperialism is the root cause of both the protests of Haiti’s garment workers
and the experiences of Haitian migrants. While multinational corporations have undermined Haiti’s workers,
the U.S. government, alongside U.S.-led bodies like the Organization of American States (OAS) and the CORE
Group, have decapitated the Haitian state. As Haitain wages have been suppressed, Haitian democracy has
been throttled. And as Haitian immigrants are abused in and deported from foreign countries, it is foreign
meddling that has created the conditions forcing Haitians to migrate.
Thus, as Jemima Pierre, BAP’s Haiti/Americas Committee Coordinator, reminds us, “Haiti’s domestic crises are
crises of imperialism, generated by the policies of the United States and its allies.”
The Black Alliance for Peace reaffirms its solidarity with the Haitian people in their unremitting struggles for
peace, independence, and self-determination against U.S./UN imperialism. We salute our sisters and brothers
fighting for higher wages and better working conditions at home, and in their quest for a better life abroad.
The Black Alliance for Peace (BAP) calls on all organized labor to organize boycotts of Hanes, Levis, Fruit of the
Loom and H&M in solidarity with Haitian workers. BAP demands that the Biden regime stop its racist hypocrisy
and end deportations of Haitian asylum seekers. BAP demands that Haitian refugees and asylum seekers in the
United States, the Dominican Republic, Mexico and elsewhere be treated with dignity and be afforded their
legal rights under international law. BAP calls on all organizations in the Caribbean and Latin America to issue
denunciations of the OAS and United States and organize regular pickets outside of their headquarters and
embassies. BAP calls on all human rights organizations and members of the Black liberation movements to
organize long term strategic solidarity campaigns to support self-determination for the Haitian people.
No Compromise, No Retreat!” See
https://blackallianceforpeace.com/bapstatements/solidaritywithhaitiworkers
California’s Longest Serving Death-Row Prisoner On Pain, Survival and Native Identity March 18
“As the Monache and Cherokee 63-year-old awaits a new hearing for a 1978 murder he denies committing,
Douglas Ray Stankewitz shares the cultural tools and memories he depends on to stay alive.” “Douglas Ray
Stankewitz is California’s longest-serving death-row prisoner. The 63-year-old Monache and Cherokee Indian
from the Big Sandy Rancheria has spent 43 years in San Quentin State Prison for a crime he says he didn’t
commit: the Feb. 8, 1978 carjacking and murder of 21-year-old Theresa Graybeal in Fresno, California.
(Stankewitz says that while he was in the group of young people who initially drove Graybeal's car, he didn't
carjack or kill her.) Since his conviction at age 20, Stankewitz’s life has been a legal roller coaster. He was
sentenced in October 1978 to die in California’s gas chamber. In 1982, the state supreme court threw out his
conviction because there was a question about his competence to assist in his defense. A new trial in 1983
resulted in another death sentence.
In the 43 years that I’ve spent in a small cell at San Quentin, I’ve felt grass under my feet only five times. The
first time was after I had spent seven years in the isolation unit because I refused to cut my hair. I’m Monache
and Cherokee. They punished me despite the fact that it’s my tradition and spiritual belief as a Native American
to grow my hair long. But outside the isolation unit there was a row of grass that they really took care of. As the
guards led me out of that building, I stepped off the concrete path so I could feel the grass and dirt under my
feet. The smell and feel of grass is still part of me.. …” See
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2022/03/18/california-longest-serving-death-row-prisoner-on-painsurvival-and-native-identity
Palestinian women prisoners demand rights in Israeli jails on Mother's Day March 21
“In a letter, female prisoners said despite the 'forced confinement' they are still attached to their lives and
motherhood 'in a manner that befits every Palestinian mother' “A Palestinian prisoners monitoring group called
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on Israel to uphold the rights of female Palestinian inmates on Monday, as dozens of women marked Mother's
Day in Israeli jails, where they face harsh conditions…” See middleeasteye.net
‘Torture and murder’: Ronald Greene case turns cop vs. cop March 22
“Louisiana State Police investigators who pressed within days to charge troopers in the deadly 2019 arrest of
Ronald Greene told lawmakers Tuesday that commanders rejected their concerns and told them to suppress
graphic video of the Black motorist’s final moments that the agency’s own expert described as “torture and
murder.” Legislators heard explosive testimony from a supervisor who said he was instructed not to give
prosecutors the body-camera footage showing troopers stunning, punching and dragging Greene.” See
https://apnews.com/article/death-of-ronald-greene-louisiana-arrests-scott-brown-ronald-greenea87d22256aecadcee00540b9f492b78d
NYC judge orders immediate hearings for detainees held on Rikers Island for parole violations March 23
“A judge has ordered immediate hearings for 91 detainees jailed on Rikers Island for parole violations whose
hearings were delayed after state prison officials argued a new law doesn’t apply to cases that began before the
bill took effect. In the decision issued Tuesday, Bronx Supreme Court Judge David Lewis ordered the new
hearings “forthwith” and directed that they be held in regular courthouses rather than in special hearing rooms
on Rikers Island, records show.” See https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/nyc-judge-orders-immediatehearings-for-detainees-held-on-rikers-island-for-parole-violations/ar-AAVoZyl
The mayor of New York is a retired police officer who doesn’t appear to understand the law. March 23
“In a press conference last week, Mayor Eric Adams scolded people for shooting video of “his police officers”—
sometimes recording officers engaged in the abuse of their fellow citizens.” See
https://www.thedailybeast.com/body-cams-dont-work-civilians-recording-police-does
The impossible task of truth and reconciliation March 24
“Part of our series on America’s struggle for forgiveness. Karen Hughes White searched for Robert Hughes for
30 years. Her grandfather’s brother wasn’t listed alongside his other siblings in the 1910 census records. She
searched elsewhere, too — coroner’s inquests, news accounts, grand jury summons. Within the family, it was
said that Robert Hughes simply “went off.” White is a researcher of African American history, including that of
the Hughes family, who are descendants of several enslaved families at Monticello. Robert Hughes’s absence
from that history made her suspect that he might have been lynched, both because of how he seemed to
vanish and when. At that time in America, that is what lynchings did. They were a cruelty that existed,
purposefully, outside the lines of the law.” See https://www.vox.com/22979953/forgiveness-reconciliation-truth
Palestinians threatened by Zionist ‘terrorist militia’ in Naqab March 24
“Occupied East Jerusalem – Palestinian residents of the Naqab (Negev) say they are fearful due to the formation
of armed Jewish vigilante groups amid heightened tensions in the area. The Barel Rangers unit, a Jewish civilian
group, was formally launched on Sunday by a former Israeli police officer, Almog Cohen, claiming inadequate
police governance in the southern region. Made up of volunteers, the group “will undergo training in fighting
terror” and “show its presence and maintain security”, its website says, according to Israeli media.” See
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/3/24/palestinians-in-naqab-threatened-by-jewish-terrorist-militia
The murky business of K9 cops: Did an Oakland police officer cross the line? March 24
“The murky business of K9 cops: An Oakland police officer helped a Dutch dog-training company get a contract
to sell the city police K9s. The same officer later appears to have gone into business with the company, breeding
police dogs and selling them to Bay Area police agencies. Did the officer’s actions constitute a conflict of
interest? David DeBolt’s new investigation delves into the murky international business of police K9s.” See
https://oaklandside.org/2022/03/24/the-murky-business-of-k9-cops-did-an-oakland-police-officer-cross-theline/
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'Every time they arrest Salah, he gets stronger': Elsa Lefort on her husband, Palestinian lawyer Salah Hamouri
March 24
“Elsa Lefort met her husband, Salah Hamouri, on 18 December 2011, the day he came out of prison under the
Gilad Shalit detainee exchange. As part of his supporting committee back in France, Elsa was there four months
later when Salah came to Paris to attend a conference. The couple later married, and in 2014 she moved to
Jerusalem to be with him. Earlier this month Salah, a lawyer, was arrested during a dawn raid at his home in
Kufr Aqab, north of Jerusalem, and detained in Ofer detention centre near Ramallah. It is the latest in a string of
arrests which Elsa has navigated since meeting her husband 11 years ago. Yet, despite the Israeli authorities'
attempts to silence him, Salah is only becoming more resilient.” See middleeastmonitor.com
The impossible task of truth and reconciliation March 24
“Part of our series on America’s struggle for forgiveness. Karen Hughes White searched for Robert Hughes for
30 years. Her grandfather’s brother wasn’t listed alongside his other siblings in the 1910 census records. She
searched elsewhere, too — coroner’s inquests, news accounts, grand jury summons. Within the family, it was
said that Robert Hughes simply “went off.” White is a researcher of African American history, including that of
the Hughes family, who are descendants of several enslaved families at Monticello. Robert Hughes’s absence
from that history made her suspect that he might have been lynched, both because of how he seemed to
vanish and when. At that time in America, that is what lynchings did. They were a cruelty that existed,
purposefully, outside the lines of the law.” See https://www.vox.com/22979953/forgiveness-reconciliation-truth
Head police misconduct investigator fired March 25
“Head police misconduct investigator fired: The Oakland Police Commission surprised many Thursday night
when the board fired John Alden, executive director of the Community Police Review Agency. Alden led the
civilian agency’s investigations of police misconduct complaints and helped the commission with policy and
other matters. The commission didn’t state why they fired him and wasn’t required to.” See
https://twitter.com/DarwinBondGraha/status/1507473833803993092
Remembering the Legacy of Khadijah this Women’s History Month:Shattering the Glass Ceiling Since the 6th
Century: Khadijah bint Khuwaylid March 25
“As we approach the final days of Women’s History Month, it is only timely to remember the legacy of Khadijah
bint Khuwaylid. Most of us know her as the first wife of Prophet Muhammad, but she was so much more than
that. To this day, she remains an inspiration for Muslim women worldwide. And for good reason. Born in 6th
century CE, in a heavily patriarchal era when women had little to no rights and equality, Khadijah inherited her
father’s wealth and went on to become a successful businesswoman. She became known widely for her astute
and independent nature, earning a reputation as a fair and just dealer of high-quality goods. A twice widowed
Khadijah proposed marriage to her then-employee Prophet Muhammad, who was, according to many sources,
about ten to fifteen years younger than her and remained his only wife until her passing...” See
https://mpac.medium.com/remembering-the-legacy-of-khadijah-this-womens-history-month-c8c35175bb24
'You're Going to Know Who My Daughter Was': Families Demand Justice for Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women March 26
“Carpenter said her daughter’s death inducted her unwillingly into an “MMIW (Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women) club” of family members who are grieving and demanding action. “She's no longer with us
on this earth,” Carpenter said. “But I'm here, and I will always continue to be her voice to find out who
murdered my only daughter.” See https://www.kqed.org/news/11909356/youre-going-to-know-who-mydaughter-was-families-demand-justice-for-missing-and-murdered-indigenous-women
Police Killed My Dad When I Was 8. Next Came the Rage March 27
“This story was first published on September 23, 2021.” “After cops beat my father to death, I wreaked havoc
on my community. Three decades later, I wonder what my story would have been if he had lived.” “When I hear
household names like George Floyd, Walter Scott and Alton Sterling, I don’t land on the grisly videos of their
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killings or the fates of the police officers who ended their lives. I think about their children. Police murdered my
father three decades ago, when I was 8. As his son, I know firsthand how losing a parent this way can derail a
family for generations. I can still see these deaths through the eyes of the youngest victims.
I grew up in North Charleston, South Carolina, in the 1970s. Back then, in the projects known as George Legare,
our community was tight-knit. If there were hungry kids in the area, my mother and great-grandmother fed
them. Ours was a world of contradictions. We saw violence every day on the streets, but we were protected. If
the grown-ups were conducting business inside — legal or otherwise — we kids went outside. We would come
back in when they were done.” See https://www.themarshallproject.org/2021/09/23/police-killed-my-dadwhen-i-was-8-next-came-the-rage
Canadian Indigenous leaders meet with the pope in hopes of apology March 28
“Indigenous leaders from Canada and survivors of the country's notorious residential schools met with Pope
Francis on Monday and told him of the abuses they suffered at the hands of Catholic priests and school workers,
in hopes of securing a papal apology from him and a commitment by the church to repair the harm done.
"While the time for acknowledgement, apology and atonement is long overdue, it is never too late to do the
right thing," Cassidy Caron, president of the Metis National Council, told reporters in St. Peter's Square after the
audience.” See https://www.npr.org/2022/03/28/1089122470/canadian-indigenous-will-meet-with-pope-inhopes-of-apology
Biden budget: Billions more for police-Biden budget calls for income tax on wealthiest Americans, more
police spending in 2023 March 28
“President Joe Biden called Monday for a new tax on billionaires and more funding for police and the military as
part of a $5.8 trillion spending plan he sent to Congress for the upcoming fiscal year. The proposal outlines the
administration’s spending priorities as inflation has soared to its highest level in four decades. Congress is in
charge of writing the federal budget, and Biden’s spending plan will become the starting point for negotiations
between lawmakers and the White House.” See
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2022/03/28/biden-budget-billionaires-tax-police/7186071001/
Anthropology Association Apologizes to Native Americans for the Field’s Legacy of Harm March 28
“In 1901 the soon to be first president of the American Anthropological Association wrote that “through
observation of a typical [Native American] tribe,” it was clear that “the savage stands strikingly close to subhuman species in every aspect.” An outgrowth of the pseudoscientific theory of racial and cultural hierarchy,
William McGee’s words in American Anthropologist, anthropology’s flagship academic journal, echoed racist
19th-century views that justified mistreatment of Indigenous communities and propped up arguments for
eugenics. In the decades that followed, anthropologists continued to support racist agendas, appropriate
cultural knowledge, and steal material objects and human remains belonging to Indigenous peoples throughout
the Americas in the name of scientific research. In November 2021 the American Anthropological Association
(AAA) apologized for the field’s legacy of harm.” See https://portside.org/2022-04-03/anthropologyassociation-apologizes-native-americans-fields-legacy-harm
We need more than an apology from the Pope — scrap the Doctrine of Discovery March 29
“This week, a group of Indigenous people are at the Vatican looking for an apology from Pope Francis for what
priests and nuns of the Catholic Church did to generations of children, families and communities at residential
schools across Canada. But what does an apology mean in real terms for Indigenous peoples? Children were
forced into Catholic-run schools, regardless if their parents had converted to Catholicism or not. An apology
from the Pope might give Catholic survivors comfort. But many have left the church, and may never return. Still
others tried to rebuild their lives by turning to traditional beliefs and ceremonies.” See
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/vatican-apology-doctrine-of-discovery-residential-schoolscolonization-1.6399836
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This Is Why It Took More Than 100 Years To Get an Anti-Lynching Bill April 1
“On Tuesday, President Biden signed a bill to make lynching a federal crime. Devised by a group of Black
lawmakers in the House and Senate — Tim Scott of South Carolina, Cory Booker of New Jersey, Bobby Rush of
Illinois and Kamala Harris of California (when she was still in the Senate) — the law comes into being after more
than 200 failed attempts, over more than 100 years, to pass anti-lynching legislation through Congress.
“Lynching was pure terror to enforce the lie that not everyone, not everyone belongs in America, not everyone
is created equal,” Biden said, speaking to civil rights leaders, journalists and others during the signing ceremony
at the White House. “Lynching is not a relic of the past,” said Vice President Harris. “Racial acts of terror still
occur in our nation. And when they do, we must all have the courage to name them and hold the perpetrators
to account.” See https://portside.org/2022-04-03/why-it-took-more-100-years-get-anti-lynching-bill
I Had a High-Risk Pregnancy in Jail, Then I Gave Birth in Chains. April 1
“When Rebecca Figueroa was arrested two months into her pregnancy, she didn’t worry because she wasn’t
guilty. But seven months later, she was still in jail and totally unprepared for a high-risk pregnancy, childbirth in
restraints and the constant fear of losing her daughter.” “Rebecca Figueroa was two months pregnant when she
was arrested in New York in 2006. She was taken to the Riverhead Correctional Facility, a Long Island jail, where
she remained in pretrial detention far longer than she had expected. Seven months later, she went into labor
and was sent, under guard, to a hospital. She gave birth and soon “asked if they would remove the shackle so I
could go to the bathroom and then breastfeed her. They said no,” Figueroa told TMP’s Carla Canning.
Prosecutors dropped the charges against Figueroa. They didn’t apologize to her. But her judge did.” See
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2022/04/01/high-risk-pregnancy-jail-birth-chains
As States Shed Masking Requirements, Uncertainty Lingers for Those Behind Bars April 1
“As States Shed Masking Requirements, Uncertainty Lingers for Those Behind Bars. Inconsistencies abound at a
time when the next surge may be just around the corner, imposing more isolation and greater restrictions on
incarcerated people. Sheena King is relieved to remove her mask, though she wonders if it’s too soon. The 49year-old is imprisoned at the State Correctional Institution at Muncy, one of Pennsylvania’s two women’s
prisons. On February 28, after the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention announced that counties could
lift mask requirements if Covid hospitalizations and new cases were low, Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf lifted
masking requirements for state employees. Its Department of Corrections followed suit for both staff and
incarcerated people. It also resumed in-person visits, with mask wearing recommended but not required.” See
thenation.com
"Back the Blue" Rally in Rockport in Response to Jalil Muntaqim Event April 3
“Plans for a convicted cop killer to speak at SUNY Brockport brought out a crowd rallying to support police.
Political and law enforcement figures joined a "Back the Blue" rally in Brockport Saturday afternoon. They told
News10NBC’s Stephanie Duprey they don't support the school hosting Jalil Muntaqim to speak. Muntaqim,
known as Anthony Bottom is set to speak virtually.
Community members and politicians were out at the event at the Brockport Area Veterans Club, in protest
against SUNY Brockport's decision to let Muntaqim, a convicted cop-killer speak to students next week.
"They want to give voice to Anthony Bottom, a two-time cop killer, an assassin. You're giving voice to Joseph
Piagentini, and Waverly Jones and more importantly you're giving voice to their families,” New York Senator Rob
Orrt said during the event. The event was put on by Orrt and former NYPD lieutenant and candidate for Lt.
Governor, Alison Esposito.
"There is a SUNY school who wants to give a platform to legitimize a domestic terrorist,” Esposito said.
Muntaqim, was convicted of killing two New York City police officers in 1971. He's out of jail and living in the
Rochester area. Controversy erupted when SUNY Brockport invited Muntaqim to speak to students. SUNY
Brockport decided not to have the event paid, but made it virtual instead according to SUNY Brockport
President Heidi Macpherson.
"This event has elicited strong feedback, divergent opinions, and has already spurred protests. We are grateful
for the various agencies and partners who will be supporting the safety of our campus during the upcoming
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days and weeks. We urge students, faculty, and staff to engage in meaningful conversations about this
situation," said Macpherson.
"The only reason it's virtual is because they don't want the cops on campus because that might offend, or
trigger some of their students,” Orrt added. Muntaqim is scheduled to speak virtually, next Wednesday at 6:30
pm.” See https://www.whec.com/rochester-new-york-news/back-the-blue-rally-held-saturday/6435864/
WTF happened to "Defund the police"? Author Alex Vitale on Ted Cruz and his "McCarthy moment" April 5
“In all likelihood, the U.S. Senate will confirm Ketanji Brown Jackson this week as an associate justice of the
Supreme Court. She will be the first Black woman and only the third Black person to serve on our nation's
highest court in the history of that institution. Unlike other recently nominated justices, Jackson is eminently
qualified for the position and its great responsibilities. Instead of affording her the dignity and respect she has
earned, Senate Republicans are expected to vote almost unanimously against her confirmation. This is wholly
predictable, which in no way makes it less perfidious: Today's Republican Party is the world's largest white
supremacist and sexist political organization. Jackson's success is anathema to its apartheid plans for America.
In their attacks on Jackson, Sen. Ted Cruz and other leading Republicans offered a disgraceful display of racism,
sexism, anti-LGBTQ bigotry, conspiracy theories, anti-intellectualism and other antisocial attitudes. Their voters
and supporters ate it up.” See https://www.salon.com/2022/04/05/wtf-happened-to-defund-the-police-authoralex-vitale-on-ted-cruz-and-his-mccarthy-moment/
Since 1967, ‘Israel’ has arrested over 53,000 Palestinian children April 5
“Israel’ has arrested more than 53,000 Palestinian children since 1967, the Commission for Detainees and ExDetainees’ Affairs said on Monday. In a report released on the eve of Palestinian Child Day, the Commission
noted ‘Israel’ deals with Palestinian children like adults. It also stated that they are subject to the same torture,
investigation and detention conditions. The Commission noted this number includes girls and boys. The
Commission also pointed out ‘Israel’ does not respect international laws and conventions when it comes to
dealing with minors. In 2021, the Commission said ‘Israel’ arrested 1,300 Palestinian children. Since the start of
2022, the Commission said ‘Israel’ has arrested more than 200 children. Moreover, there are now 160 children
held in Israeli prisons. The Palestinian Prisoners’ Society (PPS) also issued yesterday a report marking the
Palestinian Child Day. The PPS said ‘Israel’ arrested more than 9,000 Palestinian children between 2015 and
March 2022. Since 2015, it added, ‘Israel’ has arrested more than 9000 Palestinian children.” See
https://qudsnen.co/since-1967-israel-arrested-over-53000-palestinian-children/
Guantánamo Clients Transferred Home April 5
“We’re thrilled to be able to share this news: Sufyian Barhoumi was the second longtime Center for
Constitutional Rights client to be released from Guantánamo in the last month, following Mohammed alQahtani, and both are finally home! In early March, the Biden administration transferred Mohammed to Saudi
Arabia, and this past weekend Sufyian went home to Algeria. Both men had spent twenty years in detention.
Learn more about Mohammed's case: https://ccrjustice.org/mohammed-al-qahtani. Learn more about
Sufyian's case: https://ccrjustice.org/sufyian-barhoumi” See https://ccrjustice.org/
China Slams US for Prisoner Abuse at 'Black Sites April 8
“Washington controls black sites in at least 54 countries. Over 100,000 people have been detained at these
sites, including Muslims, women, and children. On Friday, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian
lashed out at the United States for prisoner abuse at "black sites," calling its "enhanced interrogation
techniques" brutal and horrifying. The U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has set up these black sites in
many countries under the pretext of its "War on Terror." Alleged terrorists are secretly placed in arbitrary
detention and confessions are extorted by torture. The Guardian reported that, according to a newly
declassified report, a detainee at a secret CIA detention site in Afghanistan was used as a living prop to teach
trainee interrogators, who lined up to take turns at knocking his head against a plywood wall and dousing him
with ice-cold water. The torture has left him devastated both physically and mentally…” See
https://www.telesurenglish.net/news/China-Slams-US-for-Prisoner-Abuse-at-Black-Sites-20220408-0011.html
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On the need for physical fitness in prison April 8
“Surviving Prison is 90% Mental. That’s Why I Teach Workouts That Strengthen the Mind
The sessions I lead are intense enough to match the mental strain that we endure daily: the rejected phone
calls, denied visits, humiliating random pat-downs and other microaggressions.” ““One minute left!” I yell out to
the 25 guys in the gym. I’m pushing them — and myself — to keep up the crushing pace of our burpees until we
feel that elusive burn inside our chest and shoulders. On this July afternoon, it’s 95 degrees outside, but it feels
like 100-plus inside this barren box we call a gym. There’s no A.C. or even a fan blowing. There are no lights on,
and the windows are near the ceiling, so the daylight barely finds us. The basketball goals are cranked up to the
rafters and the bleachers are flipped up against the walls. As the last man lifts himself up off the floor, gasping
for air, I yell out, “One-minute break!” The guys make their way to the water fountain in a hurry. This isn’t a
scene from your local high-school gym. We are 26 men living in FCI Allenwood, a federal prison in Pennsylvania.
We are, without question, physically fit, but America has deemed us unfit to be free…” See
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2022/04/08/prison-workouts-benefit-mind
The shocking truth about what prisoners endure at ‘shock’ camps April 11
“On March 10, the Moriah Shock Incarceration Correctional Facility in upstate New York closed its doors.
Opponents to the closure said that the Moriah Shock facility provided essential jobs for the community and
that the military bootcamp style of the program at so-called “shock” camps helps inmates recover from issues
with alcohol and drug abuse. But is this true? What are “shock” camps? What goes on there? And do they
actually help incarcerated people? In this episode of Rattling the Bars, Mansa Musa speaks with Keri Blakinger
about the closure of the Moriah facility and about her recent article on “shock” camps, ‘‘A Humiliating
Experience’: Prisoners Allege Abuse at Discipline-focused ‘Shock’ Camps.” See https://therealnews.com/theshocking-truth-about-what-prisoners-endure-at-shock-camps
National Urban League finds State of Black America is grim April 12
“The National Urban League released its annual report on the State of Black America on Tuesday, and its
findings are grim. This year’s Equality Index shows Black people still get only 73.9% of the American pie white
people enjoy. While Black people have made economic and health gains, they’ve slipped further behind white
people in education, social justice and civic engagement since this index was launched in 2005. A compendium
of average outcomes by race in many aspects of life, it shows just how hard it is for people of color to overcome
systemic racism, the civil rights organization says.” See https://apnews.com/article/atlanta-race-and-ethnicityracial-injustice-c19d28d7f998ce7db17e9663c0ebfbda
Exposing Spies, Lies and Deceit - Black justice advocates demand full disclosure of FBI’s deadly Cointelpro
April 12
“The underhanded, deceitful and deadly tactics employed by the U.S. government to infiltrate, dismantle and
destroy Black leaders and groups must be fully exposed, demand activists. Black Justice Advocates, a growing
coalition of about 25 organizations and individuals working for passage of House Resolution 2998 (HR 2998), is
intensifying its ground game in an effort to ensure that a bill, demanding full disclosure of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation’s Counter Intelligence Program (Cointelpro), passes in Congress and becomes law. Activists laid out
demands and strategies during a recent webinar.” See new.finalcall.com
Another Trump hate rally: The threats get worse, and polite America turns away April 13
“Did you know that last Saturday Donald Trump held a political hate rally in Selma, North Carolina? If you follow
the mainstream news media, the answer is likely no. Here is what you missed. As he has done repeatedly,
Donald Trump summoned up the demons of Jim Crow and the Confederacy. He may try to hide his hatred and
bigotry by sharing a stage with Black and brown people, and he may disingenuously employ the language of the
civil rights movement, but Donald Trump is at his core a white supremacist and racial authoritarian.” See
https://www.salon.com/2022/04/13/another-hate-rally-the-get-worse-and-polite-america-turns-away/
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Moving Forward
As we move towards accomplishing our goals, we seek to continue to form new alliances to help build a more
unified front both nationally and internationally. We look forward to expanding our scope of services as well as
increasing our dedicated members, especially reaching out to the youth to carry on the torch of justice for not
only our beloved freedom fighters who are now elders still in these dungeons, but also for those Political
Prisoners who are to come in the future-and surely, they will, given the escalating oppression and fascism that
is swiftly seeping through every “right” in this country. Unless a sudden change permeates the power
structures, the number of political prisoners will grow. COINTELPRO is still alive and running many missives in
which to entrap those who oppose the tyrannical, oppressive & racism regime. Our hope is to unify the people
who truly want to move forward towards a better future for all, not just some—and to use the power of unified
numbers to stand as strong as a spider web against those who have chosen a destructive path to abolish human
rights. As our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War are aging and too many have already died behind these
dungeon walls, it is imperative that we as a collective, continue to go even harder in the quest for their freedom.
They have been waiting patiently... for 30, 40, 50 years. As Jericho has withstood many obstacles in the past 20+
years, we are still here, and we will not fall back. We are relentless in bringing our beloved freedom fighters’
home. “For to be free is not merely to cast off one’s chains, but to live in a way that respects and enhances the
freedom of others.” ―Nelson Mandela

Gratitude and Appreciation
It is with great gratitude that we express our sincere appreciation to you-our supporters. Without your help,
we could not accomplish all that we do for our Political Prisoner’s/Prisoners of War. From helping their families
visit them, to assisting with legal and medical needs, to putting monies in their commissary as well as providing
forums wherein we can hold events to educate others about our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War, your
support helps make this possible. We know it, and our Political Prisoner’s/Prisoners of War know it as well.
There is power in the people, and this is where freedom lies. It is because of people such as yourselves, who so
graciously give of your time, your donations as well as your thoughts towards this cause, that brings us closer to
the day when we can finally say-They are Home at Last....Can you imagine? After sacrificing for the communitythe community is the one who brings them home. After languishing in a steel dungeon waiting for freedom for
decades, when that door finally swings open and they finally step into their family’s arms for good, it will be a
powerful day indeed.
We are all links that join together as one. No act, no deed is too small. Together we are strong, powerful. We
just have to keep going-as they did back in the days when they were fighting the same old oppressive, racist
regime.
“Freedom can never be taken for granted. Each generation must safeguard it and extend it. Your parents and
elders sacrificed much so that you should have freedom without suffering what they did. Use this precious
right to ensure that the darkness of the past never return.”―Nelson Mandela.
Thank you-for safeguarding and extending the fight for justice, freedom, and human rights. There is a light
down the way, it is called our children’s eyes. May they know a better world.
As you know, the obstacles to helping free our political prisoners are immense. It is to challenge the
superpower and its many facets. It is to fight repression through education, organizing, mobilizing, and creating
a movement that embraces freedom and dignity for all people and freedom for all Political Prisoners.

Your financial support at this time is needed for Jericho’s continued work and effectiveness.
If you cannot support financially, please do continue to read our newsletters, share them widely, tell others
about our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War-volunteer to help us if you can, for everything matters and no
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sincere deed is left unnoticed. We are the ones, for a prisoner’s options are limited, we have the key, we just
have to figure out together, how to unlock those doors.

Free all Political Prisoners!
In Struggle and Gratitude, The National Jericho Movement
Steering Committee
Advisory Board
1. Chair: Jihad Abdulmumit ..................................................................... 1. Paulette Dauteuil
2. Vice Chair: Frank Velgara .................................................................... 2. Anne Lamb
3. Secretary: Adam Carpinelli .................................................................. 3. Kazi Toure
4. Treasurer: Ashanti Alston .................................................................... 4. Jorge Chang
5. Fund Raising Chairperson: A’isha Mohammad.................................... 5. Saudia Durrant
6. Dragon Fire Newsletter Editor: A’isha Mohammad……………………………6. Masai Ehehosi
7. Youth Coordinator Chair: Cyrus Mayer………………………………………………7. Jaan Laaman
Please consider signing up to be a being a Monthly Sustainer!
Your Generous Contributions Help Us Provide Real Support to our Political Prisoners!
___ $25 ___ $50 ___$75 ___$100___$250 ___$ Other___
There are two ways to donate:
1) Online Via PayPal (CLICK HERE)
2) Snail mail tax deductible donation checks to our fiscal sponsor IFCO:
Checks must be made out to IFCO with "The Jericho Movement" in the memo.
IFCO
P.O. Box 1368
Orange, New Jersey 07051-1368
Or visit our website at: http://www.thejerichomovement.com/donate and click our “donate” button.

